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Three restructuring models 
offer faculty more flexibility 
Eastern 's Academic Area 
Restructuring Committee has 
m'ised its original college consol-
idation model and released three 
new models for faculty. staff and 
ldministration to review and scru-
tinize before a final recommenda-
tion is submitted to Eastern 
President David Joms by April 30. 
"We need to think we're form-
ing brand-new colleges that 
haven't been put together," said 
Nancy Marlow, committee mem-
ber responsible for gathering 
restructuring feedback. " I hope 
everybody is being restructured 
and not feeling like we're sticking 
people in a college." 
All three new models call for a 
four-college system. The Council 
on University Planning and 
Budget recommended college 
reorganization in the wake of a 
$1.6 million reallocation proposal. 
The consolidation of the six col-
leges and cutting 10 percent from 
three dean 's office budgets is 
intended to save Eastern around 
$300,000. 
One of the restructuring com-
mittee's goals was to maintain a 
college balance in the consolida-
tion process. However, model 
Model Blue -----------
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences ........... $12,790,377 
College of Business .............................. ..... $3,598,242 
College of Fine Arts & Applied Sciences ... $6,018,473 
College of Education .................................. $3,244,439 
Model Red -----------
College of Natural & Social Sciences ........ $7,852,279 
College of Business & Technology ............. $5, 111,290 
College of Fine Arts & Communications .... $6,323,649 
College of Education & Professional Studies .... $6,364,313 
Model Green-----------College of Natural & Social Sciences ........ $8,041,714 
College of Business & Technology ............. $4,390,437 
College of Arts & Humanities ..................... $7,311,351 
College of Education & Professional Studies .... $5,908,029 
"blue" does not indicate that equi-
librium. In that proposal, the four 
colleges would have a substantial 
fluctuation in budgets ranging 
from $12.7 million to only $3.2 
million. 
Model blue's four-college plan 
bas the following colleges and 
their respective budgets: Liberal 
Arts & Sciences, $12.7 million, 
Business, $3.6 million. Fine Arts 
& Applied Sciences $6 million 
and F.ducation at $3.2 million. 
"The committee must have 
considered other items than bal-
ance in that particular model," said 
Terry We idner, associate vice 
president for academic affairs. 
"Some people did like that model. 
"Balance is a subjective con-
cern of the committee. Making 
sure that no faculty layoffs occur 
t Continued on page 2 
ervice shutdown affects disabled 
Student Senate members are attempting to set 
a meeting with Acting Vice President for 
&udent Affairs Lou Hencken after hearing con-
cerns over the problems many disabled students 
will face after the scheduled closing next fall of 
die Gregg Triad Food Service on weekends. 
Jenny Nimtz. a freshman health studies major 
who lives in Ford Hall and uses a wheelchair, 
ipOke at the regular Wednesday senate meeting 
m the problems disabled students face in Food 
Service. She will act as the spokeswoman for 
handicapped students at the meeting with 
ken. 
"'They want me to address my concerns about 
having to go to the other food services on the 
weekends," said Nimtz. "I want to make them 
more aware (of the problem)." 
Nimtz said she has eaten at Stevenson and 
Taylor Hall Food Services and has found them 
accessible. She has, however, found a lack of 
space. 
"I have a hard time maneuvering between 
tables to find a seat." she said. 
Another concern she said was getting around 
in the winter months where ice and snow 
become a factor. 
" I can't even get out of my donn some days in 
the winter," she said. This would make it diffi-
cult to get over to Stevenson, which is the next 
nearest Food Service. 
When eating in the Stevenson Food Service, 
Nimtz said the door she uses to enter the dining 
hall is always locked. She has had to pound on 
the door, which is the only bandicapped-accessi-
ble door in the building, waiting for someone to 
let her in. 
Paul Ezzell, a sophomore speech communi-
cation major who lives in Ford Hall and also 
uses a wheelchair, said he has experienced a 
similar problem. 
'The door is always locked and you have to 
stand outside and wait for somebody to open it," 
he said. 
• Continued on page 2 
Seminar 
decision 
uncertain 
By MICHELLE R. HOKE 
Staff writer 
Possible elimination of senior 
seminar classes is out of the hands 
of the Council on University 
Planning and Budget, but even 
members of the Senior Seminar 
Committee are unaware of plans 
which could abolish their positions. 
In early February, the CUPB 
announced its recommendations for 
$ 1.6 million in reallocations, 
including the elimination of senior 
seminar classes. 
Many senior seminar instructors 
def end the program, saying the ben-
efits outweigh the reasons for cut-
ting the classes from the general 
education program. 
"Students gain through general 
education those traits and qualities 
that prepare them for lifelong learn-
ing. One of the things senior semi-
nar does is provide students with 
interactive learning," said Stephen 
Whitley, senior seminar director. 
The final decision lies in the 
hands of the Council for Academic 
Affairs, which will ultimately vote 
on the program's fate. 
The deadline for the council's 
final report is May 1, and the Senior 
Seminar Committee has not been 
contacted about the possibility of a 
cut, said comminee member Kipp 
Kruse. 
"I am quite surprised that CUPB 
did noc consult with the faculty that 
teaches senior seminar courses," 
Kruse said 
The CUPB estimated $150,000 
could be saved by eliminating the 
courses, but according to Whitley, 
that money would be hard to actual-
ly realize. 
"It becomes complicated very 
quickly because the money comes 
from the salaries of the instructors." 
said Whitley. 
"J supported the concept of a 
senior seminar program as a part of 
general education. That was a dif-
ferent circumstance, it was about 
curriculum, and this time we are 
looking at dollars," said Terry 
Weidner, associate vice president 
for academic affairs. 
On eve of summit, Clinton backs Yeltsin 
ANNA.POLIS, Md. (AP) - In an impas-
liooed plea for spending scarce tax dollars 
OD Russian aid, President Clinton said 
Tlmsday that America should help "not out 
of charity" but as a crucial investment in 
peace and prosperity. 
"The danger is clear if Russia's reforms 
llm sour. if it reverts to authoritarianism or 
disimegrates into chaos," Clinton said, two 
days before a summit with beleaguered 
Jtussian President Boris Yeltsin in 
ver, British Columbia. 
The world cannot afford to see Russia 
into a much-larger version of chaotic 
Yugoslavia "armed with a vast arsenal of 
nuclear weapons," Clinton said. 
He made his case in a speech before a 
convention of the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors, meeting at the U.S. 
Naval Academy. 
It was his most detailed discussion of the 
political and economic crisis in Russia and 
what be feels is at stake for the United 
States. Clinton offered a n unqualified 
endorsement of Yeltsin as the leader of 
reforms. 
"The success of Russia's renewal must be 
a first-order concern to our country." he 
said. 
Yeltsin, who narrowly overcame an 
impeachment attempt, is looking to the West 
for money and technical assistance to ease 
Russian misery resulting in pan from belt-
tightening economic reforms. 
The Russian leader also hopes Clinton 
can boost his prestige before an April 25 ref-
erendum on who has ultimate authority: 
Yeltsin or the Communist-era Congress. 
The president urged Americans to be 
patient with Russia's faltering pace of 
reforms and said they should not be con-
cerned by "every growing pain within 
democracy." 
He recalled that America's own history 
was marked by revisions of the Constitution 
and even fist fights in Congress. 
"You can't be so impatient about what's 
happened in the short stretch of time from 
(Mikhail) Gorbachev to Yeltsin to the pre· 
sent crisis," he said. 
"Despite today's troubles, I have great 
faith that Russian reform will continue and 
eventually succeed." the president said. 
lo a message directed to Russian listeners, 
Clinton said, "I speak for Americans every-
where when I say: We are with you." 
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Three 
t From page 1 
is definitely the most important 
objective," he added. 
"Two models (green and red) are 
relatively balanced," said John 
Miller, committee member who 
worked to reorganize the original 
model. "In that blue model, it 
reflected the input of the campus 
community as a whole." 
The blue model would remain 
the same as the original model that 
was presented except for the jour-
nalism and speech communication 
departments being moved back to 
the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences. Education and Business 
colleges would remain untouched. 
The Colleges of Fine Arts, Applied 
Sciences and Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation would 
all be combined into a fourth col-
lege. 
Service 
•Frompage I 
Ezzell also commented on the 
difficulty of obtaining food in some 
of the other food services. "Some 
of the (food} is not so easy to get to. 
and it makes it hard to maneuver 
around," he said. 
The Housing Budget Committee 
made the decision in March to 
close the Gre Triad and Pem-
berton Hall food services after 
monitoring their weekend atten-
dance for about a year. The deci-
sion was made LO prevent addition-
al room and board fee increases. 
Senate member John Kohl, who 
was on the committee, said the rea-
son the food services were closed 
In the second model entitled 
"red," the four colleges and their 
budgets are the following: Natural 
& Social Sciences $7 .8 million, 
Business, $5.l million, Education 
& Professional Studies $6.4 million 
and Fine Arts & Communications 
$6.3 million. 
The changes in the red model are 
placing English, journalism and 
speech communication in a College 
of Fine Arts & Communications, 
economics and technology to 
Business and leisure studies and 
military science switched to 
Education & Professional Studies. 
Finally, in the "green" model, a 
four-college model format would 
have the following colleges and fis-
cal budgets: Natural & Social 
Sciences $8 million, Business & 
Technology $4.4 million, Arts & 
Humanities $7 .3 million and 
Education & Professional Studies 
down is purely economical. 
He admitted "the question of dis-
abled students wasn't even brought 
up. It fell through the cracks." 
"These two halls had very poor 
attendance on weekends," Kohl 
said. "On a purely economical 
basis, it would be siJly to open one 
of these food services back up. On 
a pure moral issue, I 'm kind of 
torn. t s a s ame at s a to 
fall (through the cracks)." 
Speaker of the Senate Luke 
Neumann and senate member Julea 
Warren expressed interest in further 
investigating the issue and meeting 
with disabled students to discuss 
the problem at Wednesday's senate 
$5.9 million. 
The differences between the 
"green'' model and "red" models 
are the following: communications, 
economics would move to Natural 
& Social Sciences, history and phi-
losophy to Arts & Humanities and 
military science to Business & 
Technology. 
"The committee didn't do any-
thing independently," Miller said. 
''The three models are entirely the 
result of feedback." 
The next steps scheduled in the 
restructuring process are for 
Faculty Senate to hold three open 
forums for discussion on the pro-
posed models and for the Council 
of Deans to submit its recommen-
dations to Provost and Vice 
President for Academic Affairs 
Barbara Hill by April 21. Hill will 
make her recommendations to 
President David Joms by April 30. 
meeting. Both were unavailable for 
comment. 
Nimtz said despite her concerns, 
she doesn't expecc the situation LO 
be changed. 
"I don't have a strong enough 
argument to say none of the other 
food services are accessible, be-
cause they are," Nimtz said. 
'They're just inconveniently acces-
SI e. 
By meeting with Hencken and 
the senate, Nimtz hopes to reach 
some kind of compromise. 
She suggested spreading the 
tables out at one of the other food 
services and keeping the doors to 
the Stevenson dining hall unlocked. 
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irst college model lacked balance 
STEPHANIE CARROLL 
Campus-wide questioning of the wis-
behind Eastern ·s original college 
lidation model contended 1he four-
lege system did not contain a balance 
ize and programs. according Lo writ-
feedback submitted to the restructur-
committee. 
Students. faculty and staff submitted 
written feedback , which i:-. on file in 
th Library. and the commillee con-
red it when drafting its three revised 
s. 
The Academic Area Restructuring 
mittee is charged with revamping 
tern's six-college system to save 
,000. On Thursday. the committee 
released three re\'ised modeh. and 
offered again to listen to feedback from 
the campus community. 
A final model will be given 10 Barbara 
Hill. provost and vice president for aca-
demic affairs. by April 21. Hill will sub-
mit her recommendations to Eastern 
President David Joms by April 30. 
Before any discussion began on the 
college consolidation. balance was set as 
one of the criteria for restructuring the 
college system. What exactly the balance 
included was unclear to some who sent 
opinions to the committee. 
The issue of balance was brought up at 
the Faculty Senate's Feb. 23 meeting. At 
the meeting. Hill said it included such 
aspects as similarity of programs and a 
balanced number of faculty and depart-
men ts. 
Other wrillen feedback included chem-
istry professor David Ebdon 's feelings 
that a balance in size could only be 
achieved through a two- or five-college 
model because no logical groupings 
could be determined for each of the sug-
gested four colleges to be equal in size. 
to be composed of .. leftovers" lacking a 
common. central function. 
Though the committee kept a four-col-
lege system in the second set of recom-
mendations, auempcs were made to use 
the public's suggestions. Such appease-
ments included dividing departments up 
between each of the four colleges. 
None of the three new drafts displayed 
balance in every area. In one draft. bud-
gets of the four colleges ranged from 
$12.8 million to $3.2 million. 
Others said that forming the proposed 
new college had no rationale. Some of 
the feedback called for a three-college 
system opposed to the four-college plan. 
The first draft consisced of a four-col-
lege system, which grouped together the 
colleges of Applied Sciences, Fine Arts, 
Health. Physical Education. and 
Recreation and the departments of jour-
nal ism and speech communication. 
Jon Laible, dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences. wrote to the 
committee that Lhe new college seemed 
In the first draft, this grouping was 
referred to simply as a "new college." 
The Lumpkin College of Busmess and 
the College of Education would not be 
changed according to the first draft. 
Faculty members 
agree, financial 
restructuring key 
By VICKI MARTINKA 
Staff writer 
Reflecting on Eastern Pres-
ident David Joms' State of the 
University Address. members of 
the Faculty and Student senates 
said the financial restructuring 
of the university is one of the 
most important issues facing the 
university. 
In his speech. Jorns focused 
on the university's budget short-
age of $1.2 million. Senate 
members said they found his 
long-term budget plan to be an 
effective measure to deal with 
the funding shortfalls. 
"Jorns got some insight with 
the process and the direction 
we're headed." said Faculty 
Senate Chairman Ed Marlow. 
"With the problems facing high-
er education, we shouldn't be in 
this position. When you have 
two-thirds of educational costs 
coming from students' tuitions. 
the state just doesn't fund edu-
cation the way it should." 
"An emphasis on long-range 
planning is good for the univer-
sity." said Faculty Senate mem-
ber Bill Addison, addmg that for 
years the budget has been 
trimmed. but now some serious 
cutbacks must be made. 
Improving relations with 
Eastern ·s alumni was another 
issue Joms' mentioned that sen-
ate members deemed important. 
Joms said Tuesday he wanes to 
establish alumni chapters state-
wide and nationally. 
David Jorn..~ 
"Although I'm a freshman 
and will be at Eastern fo r a-
while. I do plan to be involved 
at Eastern after graduat ion," 
said Student Senate member 
Amy Levine. She said she 
agreed with Jorns' message 
regarding the idea that Eastem's 
reputation would improve fur-
ther as successful alumni make 
the school's diplomas more 
valuable. 
Members of both senates 
agreed Jorns needs to promote 
open communication between 
the campus community and 
Eastem's administration. 
Free-flowing commentary 
and cooperation is the key to 
solving the university's prob-
lems. they said. 
"The basic thing is being 
open with faculty and students 
to what 's going on," Deming 
said. 
·Dunning of Charleston shows "Daisy Mae," a 2-year-old Capuchin monkey, to a group of about 30 
ern studenrs Thursday evening in Weller Hall lobby. Daisy Mae is specifically trained to help disabled 
le with the tasks of everyday life. 
"Strength comes from the 
alumni," said Faculty Senate 
member Marietta Deming. refer-
ring to financia l support from 
alumni and the name they make 
for the university in the profes-
sional market. 
"Jorns has done a good job 
communicating with faculty and 
students," Addison said. 
STUDENT EDITORIAL BOARD 
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Tree City plan 
low-cost way 
to civic pride 
When Charleston City Council members 
agreed last month to consider a plan to 
become part of the Tree City U.S.A. program 
they made a sound environmental move. We 
were encouraged to see them endorse a sim-
ple, progressive plan to build and more careful-
ly maintain the city's tree population. 
From a group of commissioners that often 
drags its feet on routine business, this was a 
refreshing sight. Watching local volunteers get 
an early start on planting this week, it would 
appear residents are enthu-£dlto rlal siastically supporting the 
___ ....__...__plan. 
After a presentation by 
Brian Nordin of Charleston, the director of the 
Illinois chapter of the National Tree Society, the 
council informally agreed to listen to the plan 
and take the first steps toward joining. While 
approval of an official resolution to become a 
Tree City is probably still months away, we 
strongly support in what has proven for many 
cities to be a wise investment and a tremen-
dous aesthetic asset. 
Here is an easy-to-implement but compre-
hensive proposal to care for Charleston's trees. 
It promises nothing but benefits for the city In 
the long run and shouldn't require a lot of time-
consuming paperwork from the council to get 
rolling. 
To qualify for the program, a city must spend 
$2 per capita on tree maintenance. Nordin told 
the city already spends about $40,000 a year 
on these activities, so any increased expenses 
are unlikely. 
With the Tree City membership in place, 
Charleston may qualify for a number of grants 
beginning at $10,000. Those grant dollars 
could be added to existing tree-care funds or 
used to free up monies for use in other city 
departments, all with few or no new costs. 
Nordin' s enthusiasm for the membership is 
also reflected in the diligent work of dozens of 
volunteers this week at the Coles County 
Fairgrounds who potted 15,000 trees for distri-
bution to 10 area counties. 
The Tree City U.S.A. program offers Charles-
ton an easy way to join the movement. Citizens 
would be foolish not to welcome It. 
Caedlius Statius 
Voter apathy is all greek to me 
It was Thomas Jefferson who 
said that he knows of "no safe 
depository for the ultimate pow-
ers of society but the people 
themselves.·· However accord-
ing to a recent issue of News-
week, this society should place 
no value in the opinions of 
Jefferson , a "paranoid white 
male," because of the fear and 
threat he feels generated from 
the outside world from those J.A. 
who are different than he. Winders 
By this definition, couldn't the 
mass of greek and or Delta Tau Delta dominance of 
Student Government that is being forced down the 
collective throats of this campus disguised as an 
Integrity Party or "elective choice" thus, in them-
selves, be defined as "paranoid white males." 
This Student Senate-packing plan that has been 
orchestrated is a show of true cowardice on the part 
of all of those would-be representatives. If you pay 
your dues to the Grand Fraternal Pooh Bah, you gath-
er the votes. 
Delta Tau Delta candidates Chad Turner, Blake 
Wood, Ron Carmona and Matt Giordano - as shown 
by the fact they threw their hats into the ring at the 
same time - prove through by their actions that 
none of these "candidates" have the Individual 
strength of will to face the university electorate on 
their own. 'Tis easier to suffer the slings and arrows 
of voter scrutiny while holding our brother's hand. 
Integrity, my ass. 
The government of. by and for the people has 
been replaced on this campus by greased skids for · 
the greek candidates and participation apathy on the 
part of the Independent, free-thinking student. This 
<:ampus political system has evolved Into an observa-
tional democracy where the voters watch the action 
and have no true say. 
In a column by Jody Stone in The Dally Eastern 
News Thursday, he stated that the Elections 
Committee and the senate "will do their best to 
reach out to the students, but if our students do not 
reach out and get Involved, then there is nothing 
that our senate can do." 
This campus population has indeed become apa-
thetic toward student governing bodies. The genesis 
of this apathy, however, comes not from the stu-
dents, who by being at an institution of higher learn-
ing - by their very nature - wish to improve them-
selves and participate in life, but comes from the 
block voting strategy incorporated by the greek pop· 
ulation. 
Why bother attempting a run for office when one's 
opponent has already garnered the conformist, 
white, upper-middle class vote? 
Why even cast a vote when it is being canceled off 
by hundreds of hand-clapping, beer-swllling droids? 
It is of no use. 
This country has finally realized that campaign and 
election reform is necessary for the betterment of the 
system. At what point In time will Stone and the rest 
of Eastern's student governing officials realize that If 
they truly desire a "reaching out" of the students 
then they have to balance the system to a point 
where one vote is as strong as another. 
Perhaps greek participation should be limited to 
one candidate per house or perhaps they should be 
disallowed from the system entirely. 
If you approach the senate themselves all you will 
receive is a polite "we'll look into it" There is no 
chance that they would pull the voting block right 
from under their own feet. 
How about our beloved, ever-grinning president 
David jorns? Where is he in all of this? 
It may now be time for him to turn his finger about 
and point it at the other side of Lincoln Avenue 
toward his own university. 
If he has enough time in his schedule to attack a 
community bar owner for something that he feels Is 
wrong (Panther's and Mike Bickers), then he sure as 
hell should have time to confront the growing apathy 
on the campus that he oversees. 
The question is what is more important for this 
campus. Both the student governing officials and 
president of the university are more concerned with 
how they look in the grand scale of public appear-
ance than they are in the simple concerns of Joe and 
Jane Collegestudent. 
Getting involved would be great for the Indepen-
dent fold. but what is the use If it doesn't really mat-
ter. 
"Involvement of the student body" is a nice catch 
phrase to toss about. But concrete actions speak 
louder than empty words. 
-f.A. Winders Is features editor and a regular, 
-----------·-... - ......... --.--"'--"""'·~·-___..-, 
Your turn 
Residents' cost 
includes food 
they do not eat 
Dear editor: 
On behalf of the students resld-
i ng In the university's dorms, I 
would like to know what capitalist 
devised our "new and improved" 
Food Service plan? 
Students and parents have been 
led to believe this plan was estab-
Ushed to save us money. Notl The 
new plan Includes dividing housing 
payments Into three groups In 
which the amounts vary according 
to how often a student eats. 
For Instance, a student who 
chooses the B plan Is allowed 14 
meals per week. In the event the 
student leaves for the weekend, on 
a Friday afternoon, he or she wlll 
have 4 meals remaining. 
Where do these four meals go? 
In situations like these our meals 
are literally being forfeited. In the 
above example, the remaining four 
meals are simply discarded, and 
the next week begins at 14. 
Unfortunately, many students who 
use one-too-many meals per week 
are restricted from the cafeteria 
and have no choice but to spend 
#••f•t••···--············--......... 
more money on food. 
I see no rationalization In bel 
denied food when you hav 
already paid for It. Parents and s 
dents who pay for a speclft 
amount of meals should be entl 
tied to a specific amount of m 
If meals are not awarded, the 
refund checks should be. 
The least expensive solution' 
would be to reprogram the elee-
t ron i c scanner to carry over 
remaining meals to the followl 
week or reprogram the scanners to 
the maximum meals allowed and 
deduct these meals on a daily 
throughout the year. 
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anel begins Speech Week 
Activities will begin Monday 
d continue throughout next 
k for Speech Communication 
Week sponsored by the speech 
~men!. 
The week kicks off Monday 
with a radio-televis10n panel dis-
CISSion featuring Eastern gradu-
lles who are now working for 
commercial stations from noon to 
I p.m. in Room 232 of Coleman 
Hall. 
Featured on the media panel 
will be: Susan Myer from WfHI-
TV in Terre Haute; Allan Guile, a 
news photographer from KEF-TV 
m Dayton. Ohio; Ray De- Llesio, 
a sportscaster for WTWO-TV in 
Terre Haute; and Jeff Owens, a 
ales manager for Mattoon 's PBS 
llation. 
Lori Meyers. one of the event 
coordinators, said members of the 
media panel will be speaking on 
dleir education and what their pro-
fession:. entail. 
The week will also host two 
guest speakers. William Cash and 
Weather 
cancels 
lecture 
William Cash 
Eastern professor B.F. McClerren. 
McCJerren, who perfonns at 11 
a.m. in Room 120 of Coleman 
Hall, will be presenting "A Visit 
With Lincoln," a presentation in 
which he dresses in period cloth-
ing and addresses the audience as 
Abraham Lincoln. 
Meyers said McClerren is 
known throughout the state for his 
BF. McClerren 
Lincoln performances. He often 
performs as Lincoln at Lincoln 
Log Cabin State Historic Site, the 
site of Lincoln's parents' last 
home and farm eight miles south 
of Charleston. 
To preserve the historical 
authenticity and mood, McClerren 
delivers his program without a 
microphone or any type of public 
address system. 
Cash, a fonner Eastern faculty 
member, will give an address titled 
"How to Be More Successful 
Using the People in Your Life" at 
7 p.m. Thursday in Room 120 of 
Lumpkin Hall. 
Also included in Speech Week 
are the following events: 
• The preliminaries for the open 
division of the persuasive 
speaking comest will be held in 
various rooms in Coleman Hall at 
7 p.m. Monday. The finals for the 
freshman division will be held at 
the same lime in Room 228. 
• The finals of the open division 
in the persuasive speaking contest 
will be held at 7 p.m. Thursday in 
the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Ballroom. 
• Eastern graduate John 
Wiscaver of State Farm Insurance 
Speaker's Bureau will give a pre-
sentation 2 p.m. Wednesday in 
Room 120 of Coleman Hall. 
• The Eastern Debate Team will 
give a demonstration in Room 120 
of Coleman Hall from 12:30 to 
I :30 p.m. Thursday in Coleman 
Hall. 
Student has residence 
burglarized over break 
By ROBERT SANCHEZ 
City editor 
A 22-year-old Eastern studenl. Douglas 
Miller. 1609 Ninth St. Apt B, reported his 
apartment burglarized of $1.870 in merchandise 
while he was on spring break. 
Miller told Charleston police the inciden1 
occurred sometime between noon on March 18 
and I p.m. Monday. 
According to the police report. Miller 
returned to his apartment and found the door of 
the only entrance ajar. 
lie noticed the lock on the door was still 
locked. The reporting officer noticed a small 
pry mark where the suspect pried back the 
hinges. 
Miller reponcd the following items stolen: 
• ATI cordless telephone valued at $100. 
• ATI answering machine valued at $50. 
• Fisher AM/FM receiver valued at $400. 
• Fisher compact disc changer valued al 
$300. 
• Fisher automatic reverse cassette player 
valued at $200. 
•• &,... 
• Brother automatic correction typewriter 
valued at $300. 
A 40-ycar-old truck driver. Gerald W. Bosler. 
1067 Ninth St.. reported a radar detector worth 
$200 was stolen from his semi-tractor and trail-
er, which was parked in front of Bob Drake's 
Roofing and Siding, 823 Olive Ave .. this past 
weekend. 
Sometime between 3:30 p.m. Friday and 
10:15 a.m. Saturday, the suspect used a brick to 
break into vehicle, the police report stated. 
Other items among the police blotter were: 
• Midland 40-channel CB valued at $90. 
•Telex microphone valued at $50. 
• Semi tractor wing window valued al $I 00. 
The reporting officer included in the report 
,. ~~..: . 
· - -SMffrepcri • Forty compact discs valued al $500. that another semi-tractor was also entered near 
the crime site. • Twelve blank cassette tapes valued at $20. 
Program 
to focus 
on career 
planning 
By TERESA JOHNSON 
Staff writer 
Eastern faculty members 
will have a chance to better 
learn how to educate minority 
students in a workshop Friday 
sponsored by the Illinois 
Committee on Black Con-
cerns in Higher Education. 
"Workshop in Career De-
ve I opmen t for Minorities" 
will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 
3 p.m. in the Tuscola/Arcola 
Room of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
A grant from the committee 
is sponsoring the workshop, 
which includes seminars 
throughout the day aimed at 
training Eastern faculty to 
locate minority interests. 
"We have 31 people com-
ing in to be trained to help 
students in their careers inter-
ests," said William Colvin, 
sponsor of the event. 
"These teachers and coun-
selors were especially selected 
because they help programs 
which help develop minorities 
on campus." Colvin said . 
''This program was formulat-
ed to help students that are 
slow about selecting a career." 
Colvin said he discovered 
the need for such a program in 
1983. when he realized stu-
dents were coming to college 
not knowing what courses to 
take to prepare for a career. 
"These seminars have been 
very successful, and we are 
trying to have more. This will 
enable us to double our con-
tacts to help more students 
than we have in the past." 
Colvin said. 
The workshop 1s an all-day 
acltvity to assist faculty in 
helping students. Faculty gain 
experience from the work-
shops to better find minority 
students· true interests and to 
help them with internships 
and writing resumes, Colvin 
said. 
g this weekend at 
I ~ot:her' s. . • I tI ~ 
---c;REAT FOOD 
A1'iD 
GOOD TIMES 
10:30 AM TO 4:00 AM FRI AND SATURDAY 
11 MO:--.'ROE 348-8055 
~ 
tJ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Friday: $ l 25 Bottles (Lite & MGD) 
31 Saturday: cold, premium quality QB's plus $150 Pitchers & $1 Bottles ~ 
* Food and Shooter Specials * 0 ~ 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
Suburban Chicago's University 
Over SO courses offered in the day and evening, s1arting June 14 
Co . d ~URORA • nveruent one, ~o, an NlVER.Sl'IY 
five week sessions _ 
• Speed your progress with Aurora, Illinois 60506-4892 
junior/senior and grad courses 
·Easy mail/credit card registration 
·Free transferability packet available for each course 
Call NOW 708-844-5427 for schedules & information. 
GIANT FILM PROCESSING SALE 
12exp 
24exp 
36exp 
Singles 
$1~ 
$41.2 
$61.2 
Double 
$2~ 
$51l2 
$8ll 
OVERNIGHT SERVICE 
A FREE 5x7 w/each roll ($112 value) 
SALE ENDS APRIL 4TH 
no limit and no coupons needed 
6A 
• 
• ~ . VISA .. 
- ~ ~ 
LEINENKUGEL'S 
DOUBLES 
DART TOURNEY 
$75 t st PRIZE 
-·· SATURDAY 
3PM 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Senate gave final approval to the 
fi rst piece of President Clinton's 
economic program on Thursday. as 
united Democrats hurried a mam-
moth budget-cutting blueprint 
through Congress in record time. 
The five-year. $496 billion out-
line for tax boosts on the rich and 
Pentagon reductions cleared lhe 
Senate on a virtual party-line 55-45 
vote. On Wednesday. representa-
tives also divided by party had 
approved the House-Senate com-
promise on a 240-184 roll call. 
In Annapolis. Md., Clinton told a 
group of newspaper editors, "Con-
gress is acting this week to break 
gridlock and Lo build our prosperity 
by passing the heart of our eco-
nomic program." 
But he also prodded them to ram 
a companion $16.3 billion jobs bill 
through the Senate, where Repub-
licans have bottled it up for a week. 
The measure would increase public 
works spending and job-creating 
programs. 
"I am hopeful Congress wi ll 
have the courage to vote for change 
this week. for ... the shon-term jobs 
program," he said. 
Democrats were able to fight off 
GOP efforts to weaken the jobs 
measure. On a 54-45 tally, they 
killed a Republican measure that 
would have forced cuts in other 
domestic programs to pay for the 
Friday, April 2, 1993 
new job spending. 
As remarkable as the Democrats' 
speed and unity was their resolve. 
The deficit-reduction measure 
assumes unpopular steps like high-
er taxes on energy users and on 
higher-income Social Security 
recipients, most of which remained 
intact 
There were notable exceptions: 
Some cuts the House had proposed 
in annual pension increases for fed-
eral retirees were eased. To gain 
suppon from unhappy western sen-
ators. Clinton dropped his insis-
tence that people using government 
land for grazing and mining pay 
higher fees. Some deep agriculture 
cues the House had wanted were 
nearly halved. 
But for the most part, the pack-
age remained intacL 
The deficit-reduction outline 
completed Thursday does not 
require the president's signature; it 
merely states goals that Congress 
will try to meet in future tax and 
spending bills. 
Nonetheless. the measure is usu-
ally contentious. 
Yet in a tribute to Democratic 
unity behind the l 0-week-old 
Clinton administration, Thursday's 
approval was the earliest ever. 
In the 19-year history of the bud-
get law, no deficit-reduction plan 
had been approved earlier than 
April 29. 
Pregnant? 
We Can Help! 
*Free Pregnancy Testing 
*Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives 
24 Hour Hotline 
345-5000 
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach 
SEARCH NO MORE 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus 
Now Leasing 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
Sigma Kappa • 1,2 &3 Bedroom Furnished Units St James Place (1905) s. 12th St.) 
would like to 
thank 
• Free Trash & Parking 
• Central A.C. 
• Dishwasher 
• l & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Fully Furnished 
• A.C. 
Pete Hufford 
for doing a great job 
as Sigma Man 
• Microwaves 
• Balconies 
• Newly Rem odeled 
•Laundry & Parking 
Still Available For Fall 
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For Appointment 
or drop by rental office on Grant St. 
3:30-5 :30 p .m . - M - F 
ALT&AXA 
invite everyone to 
Midday Madness 
(all campus dance &.. Party) 
Saturday April 3rd 
1p.m.-6p.m. at Stu's, $1 
Featuring The Band 
SHADOOBEE 
STARTS FRIDAY 
EVERYWHERE. 
$100 Grand Prize 
• 
student attending WoOO.rOOJ Wilson Jr. 
High in Terre Haute, Ind., after 
epeated warnings, was suspended for 
wearing shorts over his long underwear. It 
was against the school's code of conduct: 
Absolutely, positively no grunge. 
Acting principal Mike Anslinger, although 
saying that he didn't have any idea what it 
was, had come face to face with "The 
Grunge Look." 
This "latest" fad is dressing down students 
from junior highs to colleges as close to home 
as £.astern. A person can walk around cam-
pus any day and look back into ~e ~Os and 
70s: bell bottom jeans, flannel shirt jackets, 
old overcoats and assorted plaid parapherna-
lia which sole purpose is to clash. 
There was a time when no one thought 
that they would ever be caught dead again in 
those butterfly collars, but today's teens seem 
to be having a fashion forum with the Par-
trige Family. 
"I call it going back to the 60s look," Sal-
(Above, from left) Freshmen Jennifer Benedict and Can?y 
Bumgarde look over some of the clothes at Just Spene~ s, a 
vintage clothing store in Charleston. (Left) Just Spence s store 
owner Linda Spence discusses how she entered the vintage 
clothing business. 
• IS 
Vintage 'trash' 
joins the grunge 
revolution 
vation Army thrift shop manager Mike Mas-
sengill said. "Jeans, outlandish shirts, the 
bleach type shirt, the CPO jackets, long 
underwear ... Lately we've been putting in 
(our store) a lot of that look." 
The grunge look, for all of its fashion and 
popularity, is economical with a recycling 
touch. 
"Shopping over here is the best way to do 
it for college students," Massengill said. 
"Things go for about 50 cents to $3 a piece. 
We also sell couches from $5-7.50 and it's 
pretty good merchandise." 
Not only is going grunge thrifty, but it can 
also make a person feel good inside as well as 
out; all proceeds from sales go tow_ards sup-
porting the programs of the Salvation Army. 
Still dressing down has become the wave 
of fashlon and some of its captives will go to 
any lengths to look "sassy grunge." 
"Basically it is almost apathy of what 
they're wearing. That is, the esse~ce ,?f 1?e 
look is not caring what you look like, said 
Mark Sheridan, an employee of vintage cloth-
ing store Hullabaloo, 1556 South Broadway 
in St. Louis. "It seems strange, though, that 
people pay a lot of money to dr~. down. 
You can look like a slob for $300. 
Fellow employee Rachel Doughty, who . 
has preferred the vintage look for the past SIX 
years said that those who come into Hulla-
baloo' usually are trying to create a look for 
themselves. 
"People are looking for something differ-
ent and they want to develop a style for 
themselves," Doughty said. "It also takes a lot 
of creativity. There is a lot of individuality in 
the customers that come in here." 
Hullabaloo, unlike Salvation Army's thrift 
stores sells more vintage clothing rather than 
donatlons from America's closets. A special-
t Continued on page 4 
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One in the Oven 
Disco Ni1:ht 
Prizes f or the 
Best 70's Outfit 
Amaretto 
Stone Sours 
$1.0 
By Dylan Ethan Collins 
Based on a true story 
TOUCHSTOM N:TUMS I!) 
Now J1t0w1NGt 
POINT OF 
NO RETURN 
BRIDGET 
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HE THOUGHT 
IT WAS JUST A CRUSH. 
HE WAS DEAD WRONG. l'· 
MELANIE GRIFFITH 
JOHN GOODMAN 
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Time is Running out for Fall 93/94 Apt. Rentals 
.v 1 Bedroom Apts. " 
..v 2 Bedroom Apts. 
.v Fully Furnished 
.v Central Air 
~ Basic Cable Paid 
-V 24 Hour Maintenance Hurry, Hurry, Hurry 
YOUNGSTOWN 
Cambridge & Nantucket 
11The Apartment With Your Class 11 
TOPPEI&'M PIZZA 
offers 
''..£.."t-ta.,c~ o:r -th..e :Freebies'' 
348-5454 
Buy any Pizza and get 
• Free first topping 
•Free thick crust 
• Free extra sauce 
•Free pepperoncini 
Buy any Large Pizza and get 
S • FREE STYXS • 
4 
Cinnamon Bread Cheese 
Knots Styxs Styxs $1.99 $1.49 $2.49 
e 
Small- $~;99 Medium· $~;99 Large· $~·99 
two for $6.98 two for $8.98 two for Sl0.98 
Additional Toppings 75¢ Additional Toppings $1.00 Additional Toppings $1.25 
AU Specials - Just Ask Prices don't include tax Limited Time - Call Now!! 
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ong ox; sma er ts greener 
Retailers lose the battle against environm.entalist -warfare 
MIAMI (AP) - The longbox CD is dead. 
Long live the jewel box. 
fnvironmentally conscious artists, 
ootably U2 and Sting, have been pressing 
to eradicate the 12-inch compact disc 
blgboxes, which produce more than 20 
million pounds of garbage a year. 
RetaUers had fought to keep CD pack-
ages large enough to deter shoplifters and 
fretted over the cost of new store racks, 
estimated by some at $100 million. But, 
b;,i industry agreement, CD makers have 
been phasing out the longboxes for a year 
arxl won't be shipping any new ones as of 
Thursday. 
business. 
Retailers at the nation's 14,000 music· 
stores are responding with new display 
racks, large plastic "keepers" to regain size 
and more visuals to grab buyers' attention 
and compensate for the smaller product 
Workers at a Tower Records store in 
New York's Greenwich Village spent most 
of a recent weekend adjusting. 
Employees were "cutting off the long-
boxes and had trash bags stacked to the 
ceiling," said Wherehouse Entertainment 
vice president Bruce Jesse, who happened 
to be visiting the store. 
His company's 315-store chain, based 
in Torrance, Calif., has opted for the 
reusable plastic "keepers," sleeves intend-
ed to thwart thefts. 
"lt'U be kind of an ugly transition actual-
~." said Dick Odette, vice president of 
pirchasing with the Musicland Group, the 
nation's largest music retailer with 875 
Musicland and Sam Goody outlets. "The 
stores won't look very pretty for some 
period of time." Six companies producing 
95 percent of the nation's sound record-
ings adopted the 5-by-5-inch jewel box as 
their standard size a year ago. The pack-
ages can be made of plastic or cardboard. door Monday, everything will be shipped 
in jewel box only,'' said Polygram Distribu-
tion Group senior vice president David 
Blaine. His company generates $850 mil-
Uon in wholesale billings a year, and CDs 
account for more than 60 percent of the 
Some changes are stopgap measures 
that will last up to 18 months until elec-
tronic anti-theft labels are placed on all 
CDs at the factory. 
Toddler hangs on 
for dear life while 
dad does 60 mph 
WAUCONDA (AP) - A tod-
dler who climbed onto the 
back of a moving van before 
her father pulled out of the dri-
veway clung there for 6 miles 
as the van clipped along at 
about 60 mph. 
Allyson Hoary didn't have a 
scratch from her ride Sunday. 
The 2-year-old climbed onto a 
ledge about 4 inches wide, 
hanging onto a strap attached 
to one of the van's rear doors. 
Two motorists spotted her 
but they couldn't get the atten-
tion of her father, Michael, 
with honks and waves. Finally, 
one of the motorists, an off-
duty fire captain, cut off the 
van at an intersection and 
Hoary pulled to the side of the 
road. 
Hoary's wife, Pamela, said 
he was shaken and did not 
want to talk about what hap-
pened. 
She said the family consid-
ers driver Peg Ramson and 
firefighter Richard McGill 
heroes. 
McGill was traveling in the 
opposite direction when he 
spotted the child. He made a 
U-tum and joined Ramson in 
pursuit of the van. 
~1 whipped around and 
started following," he said. 
He also grabbed the fire 
department radio in his car to 
call for help. 
As he did, he heard a 
radio transmission about a 
young child who had just been 
Some manufacturers adapted by shrink.-
wrapping jewel boxes and inserting them 
in longboxe5 last Christmas, allowing them 
to drop the longbox at any time. 
Artists may have succeeded in reducing 
trash, but now their cover art may be 
endangered. "Beginning with shipments out the 
reported lost. Her name: 
Allyson Hoary. 
Man mauled by 
malicious meat 
grinder 
SELMA, Ala. (AP) - A large 
meat grinder started up unex-
pectedly, killing a maintenance 
man who was working inside 
the machine. 
"It was one of the most 
gruesome things I've ever seen 
in police work," police Lt. 
Robert Green said. 
Tyrone Bernard Mitchell, 
34, was killed early Saturday 
at R.L. Zeigler Co., Green 
said. 
Police said Mitchell was 
employed by Packing Sanita-
tion Services Inc. , which 
cleans equipment at the plant. 
Richard Holtvoigt, site man-
ager for Packing Sanitation 
Services, said Sunday that 
Mitchell's death was being 
investigated. He declined to 
comment further. 
Lana Graves, Occupational 
Safety and Health Administra-
tion director for southern 
Alabama, said a Zeigler official 
told her there were about 18 
maintenance workers at the 
plant when Mitchell was killed. 
Buttafuoco leaves 
1V talk shows 
and enters court 
MINEOLA, N.Y. (AP)-
Amy Fisher testified Tuesday 
as a grand jury began hearing 
the statutory rape case against 
the man she says was her 
lover, Joseph Buttafuoco. 
"She's excited about it," 
Fisher's lawyer, Eric Naiburg, 
said outside the Nassau Coun-
ty courthouse before his client 
was summoned to testify. 
"Amy's not nervous - she's 
looking forward to testifying." 
The "Long Island Lolita" case 
- already the source of three 
made-for-TV movies and a 
stage musical - continues to 
generate nationwide attention. 
A comic book is set to 
hit the stands, and comedian 
Billy Crystal joked during Mon-
day's Academy Awards cere-
mony that another movie 
about Fisher and Buttafuoco 
should be produced: "Beauty 
And The Middle-Aged Beast." 
Buttafuoco, 37, has denied 
any sexual involvement with 
Fisher. 
The Nassau County district 
attorney is presenting the 
statutory rape case against 
Buttafuoco based primarily on 
allegations made by Fisher that 
she and Buttafuoco began 
their relationship when she 
was 16, a minor under state 
law. The case will probably 
take several weeks to present. 
Mrs. Buttafuoco, whose face 
is partially paralyzed by the 
bullet that remains lodged in 
her brain, has asked the grand 
jury foreman to call her to tes-
tify. 
Miller breweries 
will shed light on 
new clear beer 
NEW YORK (AP) - Miller 
Brewing Co., which helped 
make light beer a potent part 
of the brewing business, 
announced Tuesday it is 
launching the industry's first 
clear beer. 
Miller Clear will be available 
next month in Minneapolis; 
Austin, Texas, and Richmond, 
Va., backed by advertising that 
pokes fun at skepticism about 
how a colorless beer might 
taste. 
Jerry Schmutte, Miller's 
director of new products, said 
he was confident it would 
appeal to a broad audience. 
"We are positioning this as 
a mainstream beer. It is not a 
niche beer that only connois-
seurs would drink," he said. 
Some brewing industry ana-
lysts said clear beer could give 
the $45 billion industry a lift 
after years of stagnant growth. 
But others expect clear beer 
will fall flat, especially with 
drinkers who have long associ-
ated flavorful beer with the 
richness of Its shading. 
Veteran industry analyst 
Robert Weinberg said Miller 
Clear "will be a short-lived 
novelty product" because it 
offers no distinct advantage 
over other beers. Light beers 
worked because they had 
fewer calories. 
But Frank Walters, research 
director for M. Shanken Com-
munications, which publishes 
for the alcoholic beverage 
trade, said he believes clear 
beer may catch on with 
women, who currently only 
account for about 20 percent 
of beer consumption. 
It's made just like regular 
amber-colored beers except 
for a final special filtration 
process that removes the 
color, Schmutte said. He said 
the company has applied for a 
patent on the process. 
Governor lends 
ear to storytelling 
student 
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. 
(AP)- Gov. Mel Carnahan lent 
8-year-old Peter Crabtree his 
ears - and his signature. 
For a classroom assign-
ment, the second-grader had 
to seek out people to listen to 
him read. His teacher suggest-
ed calling not just on parents 
and grandparents, but celebri-
ties too. 
Peter first thought of 
Michael Jordan but figured the 
basketball star was busy. 
So, he wrote a letter to Car-
nahan. The governor's office 
called back, asking the family 
to drop by the Statehouse 
Monday. 
Peter, dressed in tie-dyed 
shorts and a bright surfer T-
shirt, brought along a book 
called "Alexander and the T er-
rible, Horrible, No Good, Very 
Bad Day," and read it to Car-
nahan as they sat on a couch 
in the governor's office. 
The story tells of a boy's 
complaints about a day that 
didn't start right and kept 
going downhill. The boy has to 
visit the dentist, is made to eat 
lima beans and endures a tele-
vision show with kissing. He 
repeatedly threatens to "go to 
Australia" for relief. 
After the reading, one 
chore remained: getting the 
VIP listener to sign an orange 
sheet of paper. 
t-'ONO KONO t-lOUSE W. i~ ;f~ 
WE DELIVER DAILY. (fUES.-SUN.) 
Tues. -Sat. Lunch Buff et 54°0 
Daily Specials for s425 and s4so 
which include free egg roll. 
1505 18t St. Charleston 348-5941 
Tue.-Thurs. l la.m.-9 p.m. Fri. &Sat. 11 a.m.-lOp.m.; Sun. 12-9 p.m. Closed Mon. 
High Quality, Low P e 
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STEVE LYSAKER/Staff photographer 
Mike Massengill. manager of the Salootion Army store in Mattoon. leans on one of many racks of 
used clothes which haue become big business due to the popularity of "the grunge look." 
FROM PAGE ONE 
OU 
t Continued from page 1 
ty, "New Old,'' is actual apparel 
from the 60s and 70s which 
still have price tags on them. 
Charleston has its own ver-
sion of Hullabaloo for grungers, 
where it sells everything from 
clothing to antique jewelry. 
Just Spence's, 1148 6th St., 
is owned and operated by Linda 
Spence. For those who are 
seeking the ultimate time warp, 
Just Spence's will goes back to 
the age of the platform shoes, 
UveDJ 
polyester Brady Bunch c.ollars 
and vintage clothing from hats 
to suspenders. 
Spence believes that the 
Grunge look is a fad like every-
thing else, yet in the long run, is 
cheaper and "a bit more fun 
than the usual, conservative 
cir " ess. 
"At first you would look and 
think that you wouldn't ever 
wear it, but the longer you look 
at it, the more you want it," 
Spence said. 
Two Eastern students were 
rummaging through the racks 
of Just Spence's Wednesday 
afternoon. looking for possible 
vintage wear. Freshman Jen-
nifer Benedict said that she's 
into the grunge look because 
"it's funky looking" and she 
could spend hours in resale 
shops. 
Resale shop regular Pam 
Waddell comes into Just 
Spence's "about three or four 
times a week, .. and believes that 
other people's trash is other 
people's treasures. 
Beginning at 9 p.m. to close Friday and Saturday night. No cover at Stix, 1412 Fourth St. 
Cats Cat 
Begins at 8 p.m. Friday. $1 with coupon at Ted's Warehouse, 102 Sixth St. 
Wild Hairs 
Friday night at Joker's, 1415 4th St. 
Clockwork Orange 
Begins at 8 p.m. Saturday. $1 with coupon at Ted's. 
Disco dress up night 
Dress up in 70s attire. Prizes go to the best costumes. Begins at 10 p.m. Friday night. $1 cover at 
Friend's & Co., 509 Van Buren. 
Dead Reckoning 
Saturday evening at 9:30. $2 cover at Roe's, 410 Sixth St. 
Action Man 
Doors open at 10:30 Saturday night at Friend's & Co. $3 cover. 
Crayola Grey 
Saturday night at Joker's. 
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EllWNesl Rldgemonl High Movie: It's 
Mad About You WAC Show1ime 
9 :00 Reasonable Ravef'I Commisll Basketball SilkSlaMgs News HiddlnRoom 
9 :30 Oolills 
10:00 News News News Basebal Tonight Movie; Designing Women Waiting For God 
10:30 Sat. N ht Uve Current Time MOYie Red Dwarf 
11:00 Affair: Extra Barbarians 
11:30 
SUNDAY 
WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA·26 WGN-
lksMd 60Ml!Ues Movie: The Ten Movie: Johnny's Movie 
Commandments $por1sCanler Golden Quest 
I Witness Muldef, Shi Clleckaf8d Flag Stlll lisace NaUe 
Video Wrote Baseball 
Movie: Movie; A Place McMe: The Kojak Masle!piec:e 
Diana He! ToBel.oYed Last Hit Theater 
9 :00 True Sloty Baslletbal News Al Crealunls 
9:30 Gteat and Smal 
10:00 Nfts News SpcxtsCenler SilkSlalqs ~Jadlsoll &Mh&Jones 
10:30 Gilt cl Lor;e I 
1 :00 Mamed. Ert T°"911 
11:30 N911Court 
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Actor Brandon Lee 
killed by blank gun 
on 'cursed' fllovie se 
WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP) -
Actor Brandon Lee, son of the 
martiaJ arts movies legend who 
died at age 32. was hit by a pro-
jectile and killed Wednesday in 
an accident on the set of the 
movie he was starring in. 
Lee, who was 27. was struck 
in the abdomen when a gun 
rigged to shoot blanks fired •he 
object. He died at New Hanover 
Regional Medical Center. where 
he had undergone surgery. 
The actor was starring in 
''The Crow," an action-adven-
ture film based on an adult 
comic book of the same name. 
He was playing a rock star 
who is murdered by a gang then 
comes back to life with supernat-
ural powers to avenge his death 
and reunite with his fiancee. 
Executive Producer Bob 
Rosen said the accident hap-
pened during the filming of a 
flashback scene. Lee was stand-
ing about 20 feet from the gun 
when it was fired. 
Lee's father, Bruce, died in 
1973. 
Police were investigating 
Wednesday's shooting, though 
they classified it as accidental. 
"After doing incredibly diffi-
cult stunts on this movie, we 
were doing something incredibly 
simple," Rosen said. "It was not 
really in any way what one 
would think of as a dangerous 
scene." 
When a blank is fired. a piece 
of soft wadding normally comes 
out of the gun, not a projectile, 
Rosen said. "rve never heard of 
anything like this before. I don't 
know how it got in there." he 
said. 
Fllming in Wilmington began 
UFE-38 
Feb. 1 and was to conclude 
week. 
A series of mishaps have 
marred production since the 
day, when a worker touched a 
high-voltage wire on a studio 
back lot. He remains hospital-
ized. 
The magazine Entert · 
Weekly reported in its April 2 
issue that other problems have 
occurred during the eight 
of production: a disgruntled 
employee drove a car through 
the studio's plaster shop: a 
struction worker slipped and 
drove a screwdriver through 
hand: a storm damaged sets; 
and a publicist was injured in a. 
minor car accident. 
The younger Lee starred 
with David Carradine in " 
Fu: The Movie" but said that 
was more interested in other 
roles than in following in his 
father's footsteps. 
In an interview with the 
Morning Star of Wilmington 
recently, he talked about his 
est film: 
"It's a story of big circum-
stances, something as a moviei: 
goer you're going to accept or 
not. I find myself thinking, 
'What if I died and had a c 
to come back?' ... So many 
things seem so trivial and l'Tllll"f 
dane. If you came back. they 
would seem so significant and 
bittersweet. 'Crow' has that 
quality." 
According to the most 
available figures from the Cali-
fornia Department of tnl'l11K:hl"" 
Relations, 10 work-related 
deaths in the film industJy 
reported between 1985 and 
1990. 
Video 
Fronbels 
of t 
Coming to Omer 
Untouchables 
Terra X 
Dally Eastern News Friday, April 2, 1993 
omb suspect disappears 
NEW YORK (AP) - The new-
suspect in the World Trade Cen-
bombi ng entered the country 
gaily but was released because 
requested asylum, an immigra-
official said Thursday. Now 
's the subject of a worldwide 
h. 
Also Thursday, a Sept. 14 trial 
e was set for the fugitive, 25-
icar-old Ramzi Ahmed Yousef, 
three other men charged in the 
mbing. The three others ap-
in Manhattan's court. 
Judge Kevin T. Duffy imposed a 
rule meant to stop leaks to the 
blic about evidence following 
plaints by the defense. 
Lawyers entered innocent pleas 
Mohammad Salameh. 25; Nida! 
rJad, 25; and Mahmud Abouha-
lima. 33, the alleged organizer of 
the Feb. 26 bombing that killed six 
people and injured about 1,000. 
As Duffy read the indictment, 
Salameh shook his head vigorously 
a1 the alJegation that the defendants 
damaged the world's second tallest 
buildings "by means of fire and an 
explosive." 
Earlier, Salameh. of Jersey City, 
NJ .. smiled at artists seated in the 
jury box as his lawyer, Robert 
Precht, relayed his request they 
sketch him to look "like a human 
being, not like a terrorist." All three 
men had been indicted before, but 
were re-arraigned on a new indict-
ment that combined their cases with 
Yousef's. 
Yousef, an Iraqi-born man who 
lived in Jersey City and has been 
described as a major player in the 
bombing scheme, is the subject of a 
worldwide search, said FBI spokes-
man Joe Valiquette. 
Immigration records show 
Yousef was once in the govern-
ment's grasp. 
Rosemary LaGuardia, a spokes-
woman for the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, said he 
entered the United States from 
Pakistan in September but did not 
have a visa and was detained at 
Kennedy International Airport. 
New drug could stop cancer 
URBANA (AP) - Two years in the laboratory paid 
for University of Illinois chemist Eric Jacobsen in a 
new way to make taxol, the anti-cancer drug that 
comes from rare trees. 
used in the commercial production of taxol, which was 
recently approved as a treatment for ovarian cancer, 
which strikes 21,000 women a year in the United 
States. 
His work became personally significant when he 
learned during the experiment that his mother, Sylvia, 
Of'New York has ovarian cancer. 
Bristol-Meyers Squibb Co. already plans to make 
the drug with a method invented earlier at Florida State 
University. 
"It's impossible for me to not make a connection 
between what we're doing and my mother's condi-
tion," he said. 
The company has exclusive rights to yew trees on 
federal land in the Pacific Northwest, but it plans to 
stop using bark by the end of 1995, said spokesman 
Bernie Mogelever. It takes bark from four yew trees to produce a year's 
mpply of taxol for a patient But Jacobsen said he has 
perfected a technique that saves the trees and produces 
1be drug with twigs and a few chemicals. 
"We had not been aware of that research," 
Mogelever said of Jacobsen's work. "We're always 
interested in any alterative source of taxol." 
'The method that we've come up with is the most 
efficient," he said. "It's the cleanest chemistry." 
Working with graduate student Li Deng, Jacobsen 
said he mixed a molecule closely related to taxol with 
hydrogen, bleach, ammonia and water. It is uncertain whether the technique wiJJ actually be 
nmrercck SIUlcs. llC. 
Arcola, 11. 
Horseback Riding 
(217) 268-3717 
$10/hour 
call now! 
l 
Behind Rex & Dons Van Lines 
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920 
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OIDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC. 
1408 SIXTH STREET 217/345-6533 
Novv Leasing For '93-'94 
• Oldetowne Apts. • Heritage Apts 
• Polk Ave Apts. • 4th & Buchanan 
• 1420 6th St. Apts. 
345-C>LI>E 
They're Back! 
"KATZ KAT" 
Rock -n- Roll Show 
"CLOCKWORK 
ORANGE" 
Rock -n- Roll Show 
From Champaign 
b · Ali . Ch ' I ,> U songs y. ce m ams, b Bl kc :,.,. . songs y: ac rows, (, p Van Halen, Ozzy, Me~lhca, I AC/CD, Scorpions, 
: .• 0 & many more, plus ongmals I Aerosmith, Bullet Boys, etc. 
, ·N I Admission $1 I 
1 (8-10 w/coupon) 
I 
, ..•.. ,.,., .. 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Free Delivery 
7A 
Free Semi-thick Crust after 1 O p.m. Everyday 
Good With All Specials 
Large Thin 
Single Item 
and Qt. of 
Coke 
Open daily 4 p.m.-1 a.m. ,. , 
2 a.m. on weekends _ 
345-3400 
Unless stated below specials 
not valid with any other offer 
$3.99 
Small Pizza 
when placed 
After 10 p.m. 
each additional 
item 75¢ 
Every 
Wednesday 
$1 lli per order 
Spaghetti 
and 
Garlic Bread 
Phone 345-3334 AITKAITKATIKADKATIKADKA~Il~KA~Il~KA~Il~KA~Il~KA~Il~K~!!~§~ii~~~ii~~~~! 
................................. 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
[ ] Gain Administrative/Management 
experience and 12 hours of 
academic credit 
[ ] Open to all majors 
[ ] Junior or senior with minimum 
2.76 CUM. GPA 
[ ] Must be enrolled full-time at 
time of application 
[ ] Opportunity to work with top 
government/business officials 
[ ] Good oral and written communication 
skills required 
[ ] Paid Internships are available 
Fall/Spring semesters 1993-94 
Application Deadline Date: April 19, 1993 
Application Forms available from: Johnetta Jones 
Director, Minority Affairs 
111 Blair Hall 
Phone: 581-6690 
. 
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POLICY 
""* 
The Ddlly idStt. ri News 
cannot be respon~lble for 
more than one days Incor-
rect Insertion. Report errors 
Immediately at 581 2812. A 
corrected ad will >pear In 
the next edition. 
FREE Battery and electrical test. 
FREE Installation. Battery 
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave. 
Charleston 345.VOLT. 
_ ______ ca MWF/00 
TYPING SERVICE, ALSO 
OFFER COMPUTER COURSES: 
WORDPERFECT 5.1, WIN-
DOWS 3.1, WRITERIGHT. JUST 
CALL: 581-2829 
_________ 4116 
PEER HELPERS WANTED: 
Mature, dependable juniors, 
senior or graduate students to 
mentor incoming minority fresh-
men. Apply at 111 Blair Hall, 
Minority Affairs Office. 
_______ 415 
Needed: Female roommate for 
summer session. Own room, 
$150 plus utilities. 3 blocks from 
campus. Washer/dryer. 345-6376. 
__________ 419 
2-3 sublessors needed for sum-
mer. Aug. rent paid. 345-3203 
417 
Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom 
furnished apartments. McArthur 
Manor Apartments 913-917 
Fourth St. 345-2231 
~--------~517 24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma Apts. 
1 bedroom apartments for 1 or 2 
persons. Utilities included. 11 1/2 
mos. lease $325 for 1 person or 
$185 each for 2 persons. Call Jan 
or Charlotte 345-2113. Eads Realty 
~----------517 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN· 
HOUSE GREAT FOR 3·4 PEO-
PLE. 9 MONTH LEASE. FUR· 
NISHED. BASIC CABLE PAID, 
DISHWASHER. AND GARBAGE 
DISPOSAL. CALL YOUNGS· 
TOWN, 345-2363. 
_________ 511 
Mini-storage available as low at 
$30/month. Carlyle Rentals. 348-
n46 
All classified a< 1crtlslng 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
de<adllne to appcc r In the 
next day's publlC-'· >n. Any 
ads processed Am.ll 2 p.m. 
wlll be published in the fol-
lowing day's newsp.,per. 
Ads cannot be can< eled 
Af1lll the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Easy Workl Excellent Pay! 
Assemble products at home. Call 
toll free. 1-800-467-5566, ext 9202 
Indianapolis camp looking for a 
certified weter safety instructor 
(WSI) and a person who has 
experience with horses to be a 
ranch camp director. If you are 
interested, call Amy at 348-7851 
by Monday, April 5. 
~---------'412 
A professional babysitter/nanny 
needed weekends. Six children, 
2-12 yrs., Effingham. Early child-
hood, educa!Jon ma1ors preferred. 
Meets requirements for working 
with children Start immediately, 
and through summer. (Avg. 40 
hrs.) ONLY SERIOUS NEED 
APPLY. Budgetel Inn Effingham. 
342-2525 Doris 
-~o-~:_1~_r_/g_~~_tu_~;_1oca_~_2_£_~_?_,~_7:_a_~_;~~ ... r-· -...-....... ,...,...~ .... t:'"", ' . ...,AMPU ...... -.-..,,~-1'-.-,-s..,. ...... , .... C_..,.l.,,,,_,,..IPS........, __ ,,,,;.,,,&=---1-
1 to 2 sublessors needed for i.....------------~------------------• 
ClasslOed ads must be 
paid In advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submitted 
to The D.Jlfy E.astem ~ Is 
subject to approval and may 
be revised. rejected. or can-
celed at any time. 
The Ddlly idStern News 
assumes no liablllty If for any 
reason It becomes necessaiy 
to omit an advertisement. 
DIRECTORY 
SulVIClS Omaio 
TRAVll 
lRAINING/5cHOOLS 
ff£LP WANTED 
WANTED 
AoomON 
RIDfS/RJDEJI'> 
ROOMMA~ 
SulU.SSORS 
FOR RE.NT 
FOR SAU 
LOST &.. FooND 
ANNOllNCEM£NTS 
------~--....;412 
Make your summer count! Now hir-
ing summer staff for Girl Scout 
Resident Camp . Certified life-
guards, cooks, counselors, unit 
directors. and LPN or EMT open-
ings. Camp is located outside 
Ottawa, Ii on 260 wooded acres. 
Only those serious about working 
with the youth of today while leam-
1ngteaching valuable outdoor living 
skills need applyl Season runs 
June 20 through July 31. Complete 
training provided Minorities are 
encouraged to apply. For applica-
tion write or call; Trailways Girl 
Scout Council, 1533 Spencer 
Road, Joliet. II. 60433 (815) 723-
3449 
-~--------4/9 CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: 
Earn $2.000+/month + wol1d travel 
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, 
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career 
employment available. No experi-
ence necessary. For employment 
program call 1-206-634-0468, ext. 
C5738 
_________ 4116 
Hab Aides wanted for small group 
home in Charleston and Arcola. 
All shifts needed. Call 348·1723. 
------ ---_412 
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICA-
TIONS for enthusiastic. responsille 
Summer Day Camp Counselors, 
and instructors in Gymnas1Jcs, Arts/ 
Crafts. Baton and Pom-pon. Part-
t1me work, experience preferred. 
Apply In person at Char-leston 
Recreation Depl, 520 Jackson. 
__________ 412 
o!~; Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: _______________ _ 
Phone: _ _ ____ Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run--------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: 
Expiration code (office use only) _______ _ 
Person accepting ad ___ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
OCash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number _ __ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec· 
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutrve day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid 1n advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
lFRIDAY 
______ 419 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted 
for private Michigan boys/girls 
summer camps. Teach: swim-
ming, canoeing, sailing, tennis, 
golf, sports, computers, camping, 
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also 
kitchen, office. maintenance. 
Salary $1100 or more plus R&B. 
Dayna Glasson. 1765 Maple, 
Nfld., IL 60093. 708-446-2444. 
____ .ca4/1,2,5,7,9, 12-16, 
LOVING PARENTS and their 
lour-year-old son long for another 
child to love and care for. We 
know you want the best for your 
baby-we offer a happy life with 
lots of fun and a secure future. 
Lei's talk-we can help each other; 
expenses paid. Call collect: 
Ar1ynn & Ron, (217) 367-4769. 
_____ ca3117, 412.9.16 
ROOMMATES 
Looking for 1 or 2 female room-
mates for Fall and Spnng. Nice, 
clean house close to campus 
$140/mo/+utJnties. Call 348-1131 
~---------~6 
summer. Includes heat, water, 
basic cable, trash. Call 345-1423. 
________ ca4/2,5,7 
Needed one female sublessor for 
Fall 94, $180.00 month. Own 
room, close to campus. Call 345-
9701 or 345-3298 
Nice, close to campus, furnished 
houses for 93-94 school year. 
Two people per bedroom, 1 O 1/2 
mo lease. $175/mo., 345-3148. 
Evenings. 
- 517 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS. 
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR NINE 
MONTH LEASE. FROM $160 
PER PERSON. APPOINTMENT. 
345-6000 
__________517 
~'tljf P!W> 
Get the leadlng edge 
before law school. 
WHY GO IN 
COLD? 
100/o oft with tuition paid In 
full by Aprll 1S-
CAl..l. FOR A FREE BROCHURE 
800-925-PREP 
ACROSS 
t--morgana 
I Hidy-hole 
tO Total expenses 
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THE LIGHTHOUSE, 9CHARLESTON'S only real bar alternative, ii 
open Friday from 9-1 a.m. for dancing, talking, meeting friends, etc. 
There's no cover charge. Have fun tonight. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have discussion and meal Sunday 
evening at 5:30 p.m at the Newman Center. All World Youth Day~ 
ipants must attend. All welcome. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebra1e Mass Sunday at 11 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. at Coleman Hall. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a mimed presentation of the 
Stations of the Cross at the Playroom In the Dounda Fine Arts Center. 
Free. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have Who"s Who Voting April 5-7 from 
11-2 p.m. in the Union Walkway. Bring ID to vote. 
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION, EIU will have Friday Prayer and 
discussion on common matters at Afro-American Cultural Center at 1 
p.m. All faculty and students welcome. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have Game Night Friday at 7 p.m. In 
the University Baptist Church. Bring a favorite game and join us for 111 
evening of !uni Snacks will be served. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have a "Bowl·A-Thon• Saturday at 7 
p.m. In the Union Bowling Alley. Come help us raise money for the 
East/West Challenge and the College of Dupage Any questions? Cll 
Jon at san or Regina at 349-8611 . 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a Big Bro/Big Sis Eater Egg Hunt ApiM 3 
from 9:45-12 p.m. at the Campus Pond All members need to attend. 
Pleas be on time!! II weather is cold or rainy, event will be in Andrews 
Hall. Please bring cookies ii you can. All members and pledges will 
have a meetJng Friday at 6 p.m. in Andrews Hall lobl>y to plan event 
SIGMA NU CANOE try outs will be Friday at 5 p.m. at the Campus 
Pond. Win be held rain or shine. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Praise & Worship 
Service April 4 at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian Campus House located 
south of Lawson. Come early for donuts and juice. Prayer meebng al 
9:30 a.m. Call 345-6990 for rides or more info. 
Please Note: Campus Cfips are run tree of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 81'11 
NON-PROFIT event. i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submlned 
to The Daily Eastern News ofliee by NOON one business day before thl 
date of the avenl Example. any event scheduled for Thursday should bl 
submitted as a Campus Cftp by noon Wednesday. (Thursday Is the deadfN 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deeclllne 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that II 
illegible or contains confhctlng information will not be pubhshed. 
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THE 0All.Y EAsn:RN NE\\5 
fOR l£Nr i- .·J I 
412 ~~M~E~R~O~N~L~,...3,..,_5=-=B-=E=D=R=ooM 
SES: 1806 1ITH, 1036 2ND. 
4 POLK, $500/600 SUMMER. 
348-5032 
-~---~~---~2 R BEDROOM APARTMENT 
tllOO PER MONTH PLUS LOW 
UTILITIES. AVE BLOCKS FROM 
AMPUS . WASHER AND 
IJAYER. PARKING. 234-4831 
• ,.,--=-------.,...------'412 New 2 bdrm townhouses & 3 
bdrm apts. furnished, CIA dish· 
washers. disposals. 1 blk from 
Rec Center. Off street parking. 
SUPER NICE. 345-5048, 3-5 p.m. 
-~-----~---415 AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER/ 
FALL LARGE ONE BEDROOM 
PARTIALLY FURNISHED APT 
$300/MO WATER AND TRASH 
t«:LUDED. 348-0205 
.,-------.,...---,---~...,....-412 a br/2blh, furnished house for 4-5 
c;ts. 1 blk from Rec Center. Off 
lhet parking 345-5048, 3-5 p.m. 
------~--~--415 
Available Aug. large 2 bedroom 
apartment. Clean, excellent con-
cltion. garage, laundry, no pets. 
345-7288. Mon.-Frl., 8-5, Sat. 9-
12 
----~---~~-412 
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS: for 
13·94 school year. 1611 9th 
Slreet across from Burl Ives Art 
ado building, completely furin-
nc:t. heat and garbage included. 
I month Individual lease. One 
lloy needed. Call 345-7136. 
.-------~--~~~412 
TWo bedroom, 1 1/2 baths fur-
llllhed apartments available sum-
mer and fall free laundry facility, 
*'9, refrigerator, dishwasher, all 
Included near campus, 1017 
Wooclawn. Phone 348-n46 
513 •·1427,.,.,,,,,..,91,..,h,.-:::S,-t.:,...5='"'"'bed-=-roo-m-apt~;· 10 
llOl1th lease; $875/mo ($175/mo. 
-'1) 345-4853 
... ..,..,,..--_,..---,,--~~..,--...,.-412 
94 school year: 2 bedroom 
lllwnhOuses. Furnished. 9 or 12 
tlOnth lease . 161 O and 1640 
\hversity Drive, by Walmart. Call 
1435-0424 
4/30 
•i::ae==1=Ts=-=1-:-:N-=G-=E-=R:--A:-:P::-'.A::-:R::-:T:-:M-:-:E::-:NTS: 
leasing for summer 93, 1611 
WI Street across from Burt Ives 
~Studio building. Completely 
iahed including microwave, 
• reduced rates, 3 month indi· 
.... leases. Call 345-7136 
------------~--412 
1 Bedroom, furnished, close to 
campus, water/trash included 10 
month lease. For more informa-
tion, call 345-3875. 
_________________ 416 
Nice 1 & 2 bedroom apts. A/C 
available June 1st, lease 
required . Trash furnished. 345· 
4602 
_ ____________ 4/14 
Close to campus, houses and 
apartments. 3-7 bedrooms, 10 
month lease. Call Linda Nugent & 
Assoc. 345-2151 . 
--------~----'416 
Wanted 2 persons to rent 2 br 
house 4 block from campus. 
Furnished, w/d 12 mo lease. No 
pets. After 6, 345· 7553 
- 418 
SLEEP CHEAP ACROSS FROM 
BUZZARD. 1 bedroom for 1 to 2 
persons. 2 bedrooms for 3-4 per-
sons. Call 345-2265 today. 
--------~-MWF 517 
LEASING FOR FALL 1993: 
Apartments for 2 or 3 persons; 
close to campus; furnished 
w/A/C; call 345-7248 
·~------4/9 
Wanted 6 to share lg. 6 br. house 
for fall 93, $990 mo, 1 O mo. 
lease. After 6, 345-7553 or 345· 
3411 
______________ 418 
3 bedroom apartment and 2 
bedroom house 3 blocks from 
campus furn ished 1 O month 
lease. Available August 1st. 
345·3401, 345-2263, 348· 
8851. 4n 
5 bedroom house. 715 9th St. 
$120 each, 10 month lease. W/D, 
CIA. 345-5728 
________________ 415 
Large 2 bedroom house, 3 peo-
ple, 1022 2nd Street. Washer/ 
Dryer, dose to campus. Call 348-
5032. 
TV-Quasar 25" consote-$175. 
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speak· 
ers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu 
station wagon $750. Trade for? 
345-4426 
__________ _,517 
Man's silver/gold wedding ring-
$150. Man's silver Bulova 
Accutron watch $225. Woman's 
full length fur coat-$100. Trade 
for? 345-4426 
~----:----::--:--517 
Lotus Intermediate Guitar with 
case. Excellent condition. Used 
two or three times. $150, OBO. 
348-5406 
--· 412 
AKC Doberman pups, black and 
rust, males and females. Shots 
and wormed, $200 ea. 923-3374 
evenings. 
------,.---,---..,--~4116 
1985 Honda Aero 80 scooter. 
Excellent condition. $800. Call 
345-2864 
____________ 412 
Calvin and Hobbes 
f!!;~ 
..... 
Doonesbury 
~UQt! MUG\W! 
SOM8H\~G'S 
(.~~\.\~ ~ 
l'i'< LB;! 
GU \\\Ni.' 
~.,,J1~~-
. 
\ 
\ 
") 
..... . 
Mutt puppy, w/all acces., $25. 
Laney Half-Stack, $500. 345· 
9286 
______________ 416 
Gorgeous, comfortable, queen, 
white-leather waterbed. $200. 
OBO. 345-3203 
__________ 4~ 
WOOD CABINETS, great for 
storage. Must see. Only $10. Call 
Dale 345-3866 
Found: Jacket at lkes on St. 
Patrick's Day. Call 581-3640 to 
claim. 
I ANNouNaMEN1s I 
YOU CAN GO FAR, AND YOU 
CAN GO NEAR, BUT NOBODY 
DOES CHICKEN LIKE WE DO 
HERE. JOEY'S. WE DELIVER 
(FAST, FAST). 345-2466. 
_____ ____ 4/2 
Jamaican Tan welcomes you 
back with 12 tans for $32! 41 O 
7th Street. 348-0018 
________________ 415 
PARTY NAKEDlll BACK BY 
POPULAR DEMAND . CO-ED 
NAKED T-SHIRTS AT TOKENS. 
FEATURING EIU BAR HOP-
PING AND DICE GAMES. 
__________ ca4/1,2.5,7,9 
Greek Row is exciting new tele-
vision program produced by 
Greeks about greeks on 
Eastern's campus 
416 EVEAY_O_N_E_W_A_T_C_H_G __ A .... EEK 
ROW THIS TUESDAY, APRIL 
6TH, 9:30 ON CHANNEL 9. 
416 
Good luck to the EIU WOMEN'S 
RUGBY TEAM at SIU this 
weekend! 
_______________ 412 
Amy, Beth, Kerrie and Tamara: 
Let's have a GREAT weekend 
with Jumpln' Jacki Love, Kyla 
4/2 
EIU HOCKEY PLAYERS: 
GOOD LUCK IN EVANSVILLE 
THIS WEEKEND! I KNOW YOU 
GUYS CAN KICK THE 
SALUKISI LOVE. KELLY 
- - -- 412 
JAMIE REID; CAN'T WAIT TO 
MEET YOU SATURDAY! HAVE 
FUN AT LOCK-IN! LOVE, MOM 
-----~----~412 
Congrats to our roomies Heidi 
Knapp on your engagement & 
your Job & Amy Jobin on your 
assistantship into the Speech 
Pathology Grad School 
Program Love, Kelly & Joyce 
- 412 
Saturday April 3rd is Midday 
Madness from 1 p.m. • 6 p.m. at 
STUS, tickets $1 . $100 grand 
prize, plus many other great 
prizes. The ASTs 
_______________ 412 
ATIENTION ALL BURLY MEN-
MY ROOMMATE IS ON THE 
PROWL! LOVE YA NANCY 
_______________ 412 
Tracy Bylut I want to thank you 
for the midnight stroll-it's a won-
der what a walk will do . Tau 
Love, Tina 
____________ 4/2 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS. NATURAL 12 
PK. $3.99. COORS, COORS LT. 
10 OZ. 6 PK. $2.29. LITE 8 OZ. 
6 PK. $1 .99. ABSOLUT VODKA 
750 ML $10.99. JACK DANIELS 
COUNTRY COCKTAILS 4PK, 
ALL FLAVORS , $4.99. OLD 
STYLE LITE KEGS $35.00. 
CURB SIDE KEG SERVICE AT 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE, RT. 130 
AT JACKSON AVE. 345-5722 
________ ____ 412 
92-93 pledges! Don't forget to 
turn 1n outstanding pledge and 
greek mom of the year applica· 
tions in student activities office 
by April 9thl 
412 S~T........,E~P-H_A_N-IE=--~C-A-N~T~R~ELL 
Congretulatlons on becoming 
lavaliered to TIM BLACK of 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON. Your 
ALPHA PHI SISTERS are 
happy for you! 
___________ 4/2 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE WEEK· 
END SPECIALS. NATURAL 12 
PK. $3.99. COORS, COORS LT . 
10 OZ. 6 PK. $2.29. LITE 8 OZ. 
6 PK. $1 .99. ABSOLUT VODKA 
750 ML $10.99. JACK DANIELS 
COUNTRY COCKTAILS 4PK. 
ALL FLAVORS, $4.99. OLD 
STYLE LITE KEGS $35.00. 
CURB SIDE KEG SERVICE AT 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE. RT. 130 
AT JACKSON AVE. 345-5722 
412 -A-LP_H_A_P_H_l _S~P-R-IN_G_l_N--FOR· 
MATIONALI Thursday, April 8th, 
7:30 at Alpha Phi Greek Court. 
Call Heather at 581-6761 or 
Amy at 345·6715 for rides and 
Information. 
________________ 4f2 
To the men of KAPPA DELTA 
RHO: Thanks for a great timel 
We had a blast! Love, the 
women of PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
--- ---..,....,....,....-----.,-412 
Tomorrow is midday madness 
tickets can be purchased at 
Stus for $1, $100 grand prize, 
plus many other great prizes. 
(Prizes will be raffled off). Hope 
to see you there. The ASTs 
_____________ 4/2 
Amy Levine: Congratulations on 
getting Historian and good luck 
with Senate Elections. ASA & 
D·Chi Love, Mom & Dad 
- - 412 
Alpha Delta Pledge class of 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU: Get excit· 
ed for lock in. Tau Love, the 
Actives 
412 
Beta Chi's and Dates, Get 
psyched for formal at Eagle 
Creekl 
~-------------412 
by Bill Watterson 
't<::J.J ~tVk~ K~'N 
W\-\8'\ 9)t.\E C~fl1EO 
~l'tll~COl..0 
~I MIG\\'f 8E J R\11(~\~G \.005t l I~ '!()JR \>fl~TS . 
•~on\~R 
REJ>..'SON 
NO\ TO 
WtAQ. Ht 
I 
! 
• .___ __ ...... ..__..L.-_...._,____..._;;.;~ 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Lambda Chis, Get ready for 
tomorrows all day dance and 
party celebration at Stus from 1 
p.m. • 6 p.m. The ASTs 
_____________ 412 
MELISSA DENOVELLIS: YOU 
ARE THE HOTTEST AND SEXI· 
EST GIRL IN THE WORLD. 
LOVE ALWAYS. BRAD 
~------------412 
Melissa Nolan and Jill Ryan of 
AST: Congratulations on being 
the table tennis champions. You 
guys are awesome. Tau love, 
your sisters. 
.,.---,-------- -.,....--412 
Alpha Delta pledge class of 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU: Hope you 
had a great time at dad's night 
Tau love, The actives 
_______________ 412 
Quarter Beers, Sat. night at the 
Hang Out (rootbeers) 803 6th, 
9:00- 1:00 
-~----------4~ AMAZING!! Voice Changing 
Telephone! Fool your friends! 
Changes your voice to man, 
woman, or child. Call anytime for 
incredible live demonstration! 1 · 
708-394-5645 
_____________ 416 
Jen Nagle, Happy 20th Birthday! 
You're not a kid anymore! Ha!! 
Love. Mel. Em. & Kathy 
________________ ....;412 
Jason Ground, I'm looking for-
ward to having a wonderful 
evening with you at formal! Love, 
Kathy 
___ 412 
Adam Carper Which way lo 
Indy? First it was St. Louis, then 
Chicago, and now Indianapolis. 
I'm so excited for another formal. 
Let's grab the Bailey's and Roses 
Lime Juice and gel out of town 
Olive Julee, Jennifer 
~---------------412 Congratulations to Jason Haier 
on lavaliering Jennifer Whitfield of 
Sigma Kappa! The Men of P1 
Kappa Alpha 
------,.-,.--,--,----,-~412 
Kerrie Damiani: You' re doing a 
great job as President! Keep up 
the good work Kirby! ASA Love, 
Amy and Kyte 
~- 4~ 
SIG KAPS and DATES: Get 
ready for an UNFORGETTABLE 
SEMI-FORMAL tonight at 9:00 at 
ReftectJonsll!I 
________________ 412 
o!~; Eastern News 
I 
Subscription Form 
Name: ________________________ _ 
Address: --------------
City: ___________ Slate: ___ Zip: ___ _ 
Phone: ___________ _ 
Date: _______ New: _____ Renew: __ _ 
LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION: 
Summer _ __ FaJl ___ Spring _____ Full Year __ _ 
$16 $32 $32 $60 
Amount Paid $ Cash Check __ _ 
Make checks payable to: 
Student Publlcatlona 
127 Buzzard Building 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 
Name: 
Address:--------------------------
City:--------State: ___ Zip: ___ _ 
Phone: _____________ _ 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
"The 1 for $1 ls available to any non-commercial lndMdual who wishes to 
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced . 
Name: -----~------------
Address: _________ Phone:-------
Dates to run ----------------
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of. ____ ,Person accepting ad _ _ _ 
Exprabon code (office use only) _____ Compoeitor ___ _ 
No. words/days Amount do&:$ ___ __ _ 
HEALTH STUDIES 
COMPETENCY EXAMINATION 
The Health Studies 
Competency Examination will be 
given on Thursday, April 15. This 
examination applies only to stu· 
dents seeking to graduate under 
a catalog 12!.iQ.[ to 1992-93 
Register In person from 11 am to 
3 pm Monday through Friday at 
the booth in the Union Bookstore 
Lounge If the booth is closed 
during those hours, go to Testing 
Services, 202 Student Services 
Building . Bring a photo ID 
(driver's license preferred) and 
$2 for the fee. The registration 
period for this exam is January 
13·April8 
You may take the Health 
Studies Competency 
Examination ~!:.Q. 
David K. Dodd, Director 
Testing Services 
PERKINSINDSL BORROWERS 
If you are graduating or do not 
plan to be at least a half-time slu· 
dent at EIU next semester. it Is 
mandatory to complete an exit 
interview. Failure to do so will 
result in a COMPLETE HOLD 
being placed on your university 
record. 
Interviews will be held in the 
Collection Office, South side of 
Old Main, Cashier's entrance, on 
-~::·, 
::,;::. 
April 13, Apnl 15, April 19, and 
Apnl 21. 1993. 
YOU MUST SCHEDULE 
YOUR APPOINTMENT. This can 
be done by contacting the 
Collection Office at 581·3715. 
Frances Harris 
Collection Specialist 
IMPORTANT SEMINARS 
April 6 : Writing Winning 
Resumes, Charleston/Mattoon 
Rooms, 1 :30 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. 
April 8: Researching 
Employers: Where to Begin, 
Charleston/ Mattoon Rooms, 
10:30 a.m. • 11 :20 a.m. 
April 14· Selling Yourself: How 
to Interview Effectively, 
Charleston/ Mattoon Rooms, 
10:00 a.m. • 10:50 a.m. 
Shirley A. Stewart, Director 
Career Planning and 
Placement Center 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
BLOCK GRANT SCHOLAR· 
SHIP 
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR THE COMMU· 
NITY SERVl<..:l:S BLOCK 
GRANT. TO BE ELIGIBLE STU· 
DENTS MUST BE: A CHICAGO 
RESIDENT; ENROLLED IN AN 
ILLINOIS INSTITUTION ON A 
FULL·TIME BASIS; SHOW 
FINANCIAL NEED ANO PROOF 
OF INCOME; AND PREPARE A 
BRIEF STATEMENT OF THEIR 
CAREER GOALS. APPLICA· 
TIONS MAY BE PICKED UP IN 
THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL 
AID. UPPER EAST WING, STU· 
DENT SERVICES BUILDING. 
Mary Jo DeRousse 
Financtal Aid Adviser 
ORVILLE REDENBACHER'S 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications are now available 
for the Orville Redenbacher's 
Second Start Scholarship 
Program. To be eligible a student 
must be 30 years or older at the 
time of the applications and 
enrolled or will be enrolling 1n a 
degree program at an accredited 
college or university, either as a 
full-time or part-time student. The 
deadline for application is May 1, 
1993. Thirty $1000 scholarships 
will be available to qualifying stu-
dents across the country for the 
92·93 school year 
Mary Jo DeRousse 
Financial Aid Adviser 
SPRING 1993 
COMMENCEMENT 
Spring 1993 Commencement 
ceremonies will be held at 1 O 
a.m. and 2 p.m. on Saturday, 
May t 5, in the Union/Library 
Quadrangle and all guests are 
welcome in case of anticipated 
rain or extreme heat. both cere-
monl es will be held in Lantz 
Gymnasium and each marching 
graduate will be allotted f1vo (5) 
"ram tickets•. Rehearsals will be 
at 1 p.m. for morning graduates 
and at 3 p.m. for afternoon grad· 
uates on Friday, May 14, in Lantz 
Fieldhouse. 
An informational ·commence-
ment Guide" along with 
cap/gown ordering instructions 
will be sent to graduation cand1· 
dates at their permanent 
addresses to arnve during Spnng 
Break. The deadline for mall 
order of caps and gown will be 
Q!l April 16. 
All faculty are urged to partici· 
pate in the ceremony. Those 
needing to rent regalia should 
contact the Commencement 
Office by noon, Apnl 16. 
The Commencement Office is 
on the second floor of 
Linder/ Alumni House ( 1544 
Fourth Street. 581 ·6892) 
Brenda Cuppy 
Commencement Coordinator 
WILLIAM REISS 
SCHOLARSHIP 
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF 
·' Official Notices are paid for by th 
Office of University Relations 
Questions concernmg Notices should 
be directed 10 that Office. 
FINANCIAL AID. E·WING, STU· 
DENT SERVICES FOR THE 
WILLIAM REISS SCHOLAR· 
SHIP. ELIGIBLE STUDENTS 
MUST HAVE GRADUATED 
FROM PUBLICLY SUPPORTED 
HIGH SCHOOLS WITHIN THE 
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS CITY 
LIMITS. THE DEADLINE FOR 
APPLICATION IS MAY 1, 1993. 
Mary Jo DeRousse 
Financial Aid Adviser 
SPRING REGISTRATION BILLS 
Spnng registration tuition/fee 
bills were ma~ed in earty March. 
If you received a deferment dur· 
ing registration, or paid using the 
installment plan, you should have 
received a bill . If you did not 
receive a bill, please contact the 
Registration Office immediately 
to verify your address and billing 
status. Tuition bills were mailed 
to the local address unless you 
notified us at the beginning of the 
semester to mail lhem to a differ· 
ent address. 
Michael 0. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE 
Textbook Sales for the Spring 
93 Semester is 1n progress and 
will end Friday, April 16th. 
Students may purchase text· 
books checked out to them I« 
courses in which they are cur· 
rently enrolled, subject to tht 
availability of replacement 
Students need to bring the text-
books in with them at the bme al 
purchase. This will be your on1J 
opportunity to purchase your 
Spring 93 textbooks. 
All textbooks not purchased 
must be returned by 1 :00 pm. 
Saturday, May 15th. Any boolcl 
returned after this time will 
become unclear and a fine wll 
be Imposed. 
Normal Textbook Renttl 
Service hours of operation art 
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 
p.m . to 4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday 
Waller D. Klingenberg, Director 
Textbook Rental Service 
DROP DEADLINE 
The deadline for dropping a 
class or withdrawing lrom 1111 
University is FRIDAY, APRIL 
2-TODAYI The student wlU 
receive either a ·wp· or a "WP 
at the discretion of the lnstruc:tar 
of tho class. 
Be sure to call in on the Toucllo 
Tone System at least 15 minulll 
before closing time. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
'1'Mitl Welcome Back Students! Total Transportation Center Saturdav 
.. 
Action Man 
Doors open at 
10:30 
2 BR APTS 
SECURE/CLOSE 
345-4489 
~~~ 
---------I 21. 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND 
OPERATED 
348- L232 
DINNSEPECIAL. 
_sfi;'IFFERENT 
-- . ~ L_, ITEMS S'-' 
'--\....-- v-.....r \: 
Includes 
Soup of the Day 
and 
Egg roll or 
Crab Rangoon 
only $4ll 
Sunday - Thursday 
3 - 8PM 
Dining Room only 
Check our Prices Register for Prizes 
820 Lincoln Ave. 348-5812 
BREAKFAST 
7 Days A Week 
Complete Breakfast 
Menu! 
including: 
·Pancakes 
• Omlettes 
• Huevos Rancheros 
·much more! 
7th and Madison 345-7427 
• Most Major Credit 
Cards Accepted 
•Low Rates 
Include Proper 
Insurance 
• Rent By The Day 
or Week 
Festiva 
• $19 per day with 100 free miles 
$119 per week with 1000 free miles 
Rent-A-Car 
Open 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Mon.-Sat. 
345-3673 
18 th & Lincoln 
Mooney Motors 
___ 01 Charleston _______ _ 
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Victory could help 
lift Wi 11 iams out 
1993 NCAA 
of Smith's shadow 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - No 
matter what Roy Williams does, his 
name will always be linked to Dean 
Smith. 
This is Williams' fifth season as 
coach at Kansas and he's already 
mured of second place on the all-
bme list for victories by new 
coaches during that span. When the 
Jayhawks take the floor Saturday, it 
will be his second Final Four 
1ppearance. Seems he should be 
able to shake the name of his for-
mer boss. 
Problem is, the team going 
against Kansas will be Smith's 
North Carolina Tar Heels. It was 
die same way two years ago when 
die fonner boss and his long-time 
assistant met in the semifinals in 
Indianapolis with the student pre-
vailing 79-73. 
You can't hear Williams' name 
without hearing Smith's. It's that 
way when one serves as an assis-
tant to the other for I 0 years and 
then has a program remarkably 
similar when he does go out on his 
own. 
"Too much was made of all this 
m 1991." Smith said. 'This game 
will be decided by our players and 
the Kansas players. Roy and I are 
always going to be friends, regard-
less of what happens. We ' ve 
already got a golf date set for April. 
That's when we'll be competing 
against each other." 
Saturday, though, it's basketball. 
North Carolina (32-4) against 
Kansas (29-6). followed by 
Kentucky (30-3) and Michigan (30-
4). All but Kansas, the second seed 
m the Midwest. were top seeded in 
thei r region. The winners meet 
Monday night for the national 
championship. 
Smith brought a North Carolina 
HOUSE FOR 5-6 ; 
Near Campus ~ 
~ 
CAll.NOW = 
345--4489 : 
()ntu"' ~ 
-- i"-21. 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
DRAFTS 
50( BOTILES 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
is~ 
DRAFTS 
BIKINI BARTENDERS 
BOTII NIGHTS 
EASTEBN'S FINEST BARTENDERS 
team to the 1982 Final Four in New 
Orleans and Lhose Tar Heels left 
with the coach's only national title. 
This is Smith's ninth Fmal Four. 
Williams had a good seat for that 
'82 game as Smith's assistant 
He can quickly and in detail 
recall the timeout with 32 seconds 
left that led to Michael Jordan's 
game-winnnig shot 15 seconds 
later. 
"That one timeout sticks out in 
my mind," Williams said. "Coach 
Smith taught me something each 
and every day I was there. But that 
confidence that he was able to 
show and give our kids during that 
timeout of the Georgetown game is 
something I can still remember. 
The look on his face. I can sti U 
remember everything about that 
timeout just like it was last night" 
Smith tried to downplay one of 
the most famous jumpers in NCAA 
tournament history. 
"I do remember 1982. It's hard to 
put into focus," he said. "What Roy 
and I remember is a skinny fresh-
man from Wilmington that most 
teams left alone as a freshman." 
The 1991 meeting was the game 
Smith didn't see to its conclusion as 
he was ejected in the final minute 
after he was charged with his sec-
ond technical foul. 
No. 3 is a matchup of teams with 
size. limited perimeter shooting and 
point guards who control the game. 
Kansas comes in off a regional 
fina l victory over top-ranked 
Indiana, a game where the front 
line of Richard Scott, Eric Pauley 
and Darrin Hancock took advan-
tage of the absence of an injured 
Alan Henderson. The backcourt of 
Rex Walters (68 percent shooting 
including 13 for 21 from 3-point 
range) and Adonis Jordan combine 
for 12 assists per game. 
The Tar Heels seemed to have 
earned a trip to the Final Four in 
regulation time but Brian Reese's 
missed dunk forced overtime and 
they still prevailed over Cincinnati 
as Donald Williams bit two 3-
pointers in the extra session. 
Seven-foot Eric Montross and 
rebounder supreme George Lynch 
anchor the front line and Williams 
and defensive whiz Derrick Phelps 
handle the backcourt. 
Kentucky has gone through the 
NCAA tournament at a pace rarely 
seen. The Wildcats have an average 
margin of victory of 31 points and 
were able to start each game with a 
run opponents couldn't recover 
from. 
"l think we're playing with great 
confidence," coach Rick Pitino 
said. "I think it's more due to the 
defense Lhan anything else. Your 
defense has got to key that kind of 
run." 
Michigan's run of late has been 
an enigimatic one that has resulted 
in less-than-impressive victories. 
Still, the Wolverines are in the Final 
Four for rhe second straight year. 
not bad for a team that starts five 
sophomores. 
Coach Steve Fisher is at his third 
Final Four in six years, capturing 
the national title in 1989 after tak-
ing over as coach days before the 
NCAA tournament when Bill 
Frieder accepted the job at Arizona 
State. 
'There have been two asterisks. 
One because I was an interim coach 
and two because we got there with 
five freshmen," he said. 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub 
WHY 
PLAY 
GAMES? 
Call Jerry's for a 
Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House 
or Room 
2 Large Single Ingredient Pizzas $16.00 
Large Single Small Single 
Ingredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke Quart of Coke 
$7.95 $5.95 
Exp. 4-9-93 Exp. 4-9-93 
Large Two Small Two 
Ingredient Pizza and Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke Quart of Coke 
$9.25 $6.95 
Exp. 4-9-93 Exp. 4-9-93 
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Panther golfers 
open at Millikin 
The Eastern golf team will swing into Lhe spring season on Sunday 
and Monday when it competes in the Millikin University Big Blue 
Classic at Eagle Creek Country Club in Shelbyville. 
Eagle Creek is a home away from home for the Panthers. Although 
it is not their home course, the Panthers occasionally practice Lhere. 
Eight teams will be at the invitational including Mid-Continent 
Conference opponents Cleveland State and Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
Other teams that will compete are Northeastern Illinois, St. Louis, 
Southeast Missouri State and Southern Illinois-Edwardsville. 
"We just need to play," Eastern coach Paul Lueken said. "Our goal 
this spring is to continually try to improve going into our conference 
tournament at the end of the year." 
Eastern will bring two teams so more Panthers can get a chance to 
play. Ten Eastern golfers will compete in the two-day invitational. 
Junior Jamie Reid is the top golfer returning from the fall season. 
Last fall he averaged 77. l strokes per round. But Lueken said be is 
unsure what to expect else to expect from his young team which bas 
only one senior. 
"Jamie Reid was our most consistant golfer in the fall and I look for 
him to shoot well," Lueken said. "Other than that, it's hard to tell." 
Juniors John Armstrong and Craig Cassata will were the No. 2 and 
No. 3 golfers in the fall respectively. 
-Staff report 
Women's track team 
set for outdoor meet 
The Eastern women's track 
team will try to get its outdoor 
season started this weekend in the 
SEMOtion Relays at Southeast 
Missouri State. 
The meet, which will bring in 
15-20 teams from around the 
country, is slated to start with 
field events and some hurdling 
races on Friday and finish up on 
Saturday. 
"It's our first competition (out-
doors) and we're just hoping for 
some good weather," coach John 
Craft said. "We're trying to get 
good times and we're looking to 
establish ourselves." 
The Lady Panthers are coming 
off a strong indoor season and 
Craft said he hopes that success 
will carry into the spring. 
"We're going to work hard on 
improving our times," Craft said. 
"We don't have a conference 
meet, but individual times, 
heights and distances are still 
important." 
Craft said the throwers. 
Candace Blanton, Denise Hubb-
ard and Chris Gutel, should per-
form well this weekend after hav-
ing good indoor seasons. 
Donna Levy and Kala Scott in 
the hurdles, Brooke Roberts in 
long distance and Tee Jaye Rhudy 
in middle distance will also be 
key performers for the Lady 
Panthers this weekend. 
-Staff report 
THIRSTV1S 
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SATURDAY DANCE NIGHT! 
- $1.0° Cover Till 10 p.m. -
DRAFTS 25¢ PITCHERS $2.00 
ALL LONG NEC KS - $1 . 00 
AMARETTO SOUR 75¢ BLUETAIL FLY 
SEx ON THE BEACH s1. oo 
LONG ISLAND ICE TEA 
New D.J. ·New Music-Requests, 
"Eric is Coming On Strong!!" 
Eastern chosen for gender equity stud 
As part of a review of gender equity in collegiate athlet-
ic programs, Eastern was chosen at random by the U.S. 
Education Department's Office of Civil Rights to see if it 
complies with federal laws against sexual discrimination. 
In a statement released by Eastern Media Relations 
Thursday, the Office of Civil Rights picked Eastern at ran-
dom as one of 17 colleges around the nation to take part in 
the review. 
The review comes at a time when there's been a call for 
gender equity among NCAA schools. The NCAA bas cre-
ated a Gender Equity Task force that is reviewing college 
athletic program as well. No legislation is expected to 
come from the task force immediately. 
Eastern 's response to the review. Eastern is currently in 
process of collecting various data on the administraticm 
its intercollegiate athletic programs which will be s 
ted to the office of civil rights by the end of April. 
At some point in the summer or fall, the office will. 
sending a review team to campus to meet with members 
the university community. Eastern intends to use 
results of the data to undertake a self-study of 
which will be integrated into its strategic planning The OCR is in charge of enforcing Title IX of the Edu-
cation Amendments of 1972, the law that bars sex discrim-
ination at educational institutions that receive federal aid. 
Eastern has not been given a time frame for the review 
by the office of civil rights, but Director of Information of 
Media Relations Shelly Flock said it may be a lengthy 
review from start to finish. 
Athletic Director Mike Ryan and Acting Director of 
Affirmative Action Cynthia Nichols will coordinate 
KEVIN KILHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor 
Eastern's Chris Clarke practices his bunting Thursday during practice in the Lantz 
Fieldhouse. The Panthers travel to Youngstown State this weekend to open their Mid-
Contine/lf Conference schedule. 
Softball team to try again 
By JEFF GLADE 
Associate sports editor 
The Eastern softball squad will try again 
to open the home softball season this week-
end, taking on Wright State and Cleveland 
State in doubleheaders on Saturday and 
Sunday. 
And with snow flurries filling the 
Thursday afternoon air, Lady Panther coach 
Beth Perine notes the key word is try. 
"Right now my entire day seems to be 
made up of rescheduling games and 
rescheduling umpires," Perine said. "If it 
drys up some tomorrow (Friday) and stays 
dry, we should play. We'll go if it's 40 
degrees or above ... heck, if it's sunny, we 
might even go with it a little lower." 
Besides being the home opener, the week-
end opens the Lady Panthers mitial season 
of Mid-Continent Conference play, with 
both Saturday's and Sunday's games count-
ing in the conference standings. 
Despite the importance of the games for 
the team, Perine knows little about this 
weekend's opponents as this will be the first 
time Eastern and Cleveland State have ever 
met in softball, and only the second time 
that it has met Wright State. 
"I really don't know anything about either 
team, but that's what makes it so exciting 
about playing in a new conference ... every-
thing is unknown," Perine said. "I have 
talked to both of the other coaches and 
Cleveland said that they were a young Learn, 
starting four to six freshman, while Wright 
State didn't say much of anything. 
"We're young too, but I really think that it 
is very important for us to get off to a strong 
start in the conference. We need to play 
well." 
Perine noted that there are two keys to the 
Lady Panthers having success this weekend, 
those being continuing the offensive produc-
tion that the team had in Florida over spring 
break and playing error free defense. 
"At the plate we have to continue to hit 
the ball well and get a significant number of 
RBis, which was something we did weU in 
Florida," Perine said. "We also know that it 
is essential for this team to get every out 
they have a chance at. We have to play mis-
take free." 
Still coping with the loss of freshman 
pitcher Amy Bradle to an injury, Perine will 
again work with the pitching tandem of Coli 
Turley and Missy Porzel, with Turley get-
ting the game one starts both Saturday and 
Sunday. 
Game time for Saturday's doubleheader 
against Wright State is noon, while the 
Cleveland State contests will begin at 1 :30 
Sunday afternoon. All games will be at 
Lantz Field. 
Baseball Panthers open 
Mid-Con play on the roa 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Staff writer 
Last year Eastern 's men's baseball team 
whipped Youngstown State three times. 
The Panthers, who finished first in the 
Mid-Continent Conference's West division 
a year ago, open their 1993 conference 
schedule against the Penguins this weekend 
at Youngstown State. A doubleheader is 
scheduled for Saturday with a single game 
following on Sunday. 
Even with past success against the 
Penguins, Eastern head coach Dan 
Callahan isn't overly optimistic about 
going to Youngstown and sweeping all 
three games. 
"It's been published that us, Wright 
State, UIC (the University of Illinois at 
Chicago) are the top three teams in the 
conference," Callahan said. "Still that 
doesn't mean that people are going to lie 
down and let us beat on them." 
Last year, the Panthers had their biggest 
single offensive output against Youngs-
town. They scored 23 runs in a game at 
Monier Field last year to defeat the Pen-
guins 23-6. 
The Panthers enter the weekend riding a 
three-game losing streak that has dropped 
their record to 5-12. Youngstown State has 
won its last three games and carry a 7-6 
record into its conference opener. 
Callahan hopes that the Panthers non-
conference schedule, which has featured 
four teams that have been ranked in the 
Top 25 at one time or another, will 
them as they enter the conference seasoa. 
"We feel like we have made some 
good progress during the non-coni 
part of our schedule," he said. 
The weather has hampered the 
early in the season, cancelling or 
ing seven games. As a result many of 
Panthers pitchers haven't seen a lot 
innings. 
"Our first four pitchers have been 
ing on a more regular basis than the 
pitchers," said Callahan. "Some of tbal 
shown up when those other pitchers 
thrown. They have looked rusty at · 
Callahan said that Mike Fahey (1-1) 
Basil Clausen (1-2) are the probable 
ing pitchers in Saturday's doubleheader. 
said he may start Derek Johnson (2-1) 
Sunday or split up the game up be 
several pitchers. 
The Panthers return home on Wi 
when they host Southern Illinois in a 
nine-inning game. 
Women's hoops in troubl 
For the second straight season, the women's basketball program 
has been part of some controversial post-season action off the court 
Last season, after the team posted its first-ever losing season (8-
19), five players were erased from the Lady Panther team picture 
for reasons other than graduation. 
This past season. the team followed up last season's performance 
by recording an even worse season (3-24). As a result of the low-
win total, another member of the women's basketball program was 
eliminated, assistant coach Lori Opp. Also, freshman Trenise 
Crowell will not be returning to Eastern. 
At the beginning of this past season, senior Shannon Baugh also 
was removed from the team. 
Head coach Barbara Hilke is not accustomed to losing. In her 14 
years at Eastern, her first 12 seasons were above .500. Now, after 
two losing seasons, the team seems to be receiving a facelift. 
Add that up, and Eastern women's basketball program has lost seven players and 
coach in the past two years. This is not the answer to building a winning program. 
After the program's first losing season , two of the team's top three leading 
Heather Youngman and Carolyn Hageny, left the program. Hagerty left Eastern for 
sonal reasons and Youngman had her scholarship revoked by Hilke. Other playm 
left were Renee Gates, Ursula Towne and Michelle Rogiers. 
As far as the assistant coaching job, Hilke said in her official statement that Opp's polio 
tion was just a pan of the ground work for restructuring the program after the past twO 
losing seasons. 
It seems to me that Hilke is using Opp as a scapegoat for the losing seasons. Maybe · 
time to evaluate the person at the top because in this era, assistant coaches are not 
problem, they replace the problem. 
All in all, the future of the women's basketball program is in trouble. Removing pla 
and or coaches from the team and having players that don't want to play for team will 
make Eastern a winner now or any time down the time line. 
Keith Farroll is a staff writer for The Daily Eastern News. 
